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Although He Apologized For Some Remark Charged
Against Him, the Murderer Used Some Hard
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WALTER W. JONES

SOMETHING LESS THAN A MILUNDERSTUDIES OF THE
LION
CHIEF COOK TAKE A TASTE
FIRST, AND IT'S O. K. FOR NICK
IF THEY DON'T GET THE BELLY
ACHE,

V
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PjtUPERTY

DAMAGE
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beef, your Imperial highness,"
'
said the head chef of the palace
4 of the czar or all the Russians,
4 "but I wag very suspicious of the
V alleged strictly fresh
beef of- fered on the market."
"All right, chef, replied the
czar, "I'll stand for formuldehyde,
' but be sure that there's no strych- ' nine, carbolic acid or rough on
if rats mixed up In It."

f

CLAIMED

Cincinnati, Ohio, Jau. 9. The purchase of Uie Chicago, Cincinnati &. ft
Ijouisvllle by the Cincinnati, Hamilton

i

Dayton and the I'cre Marque&e
in the
be contested
Bradtordj president of
a- - Chicago, Cincinnati
& Louisville,
frrived in this city yesterday afternoon, after a consultation in New
York, with his legal advisers, and the
by him was pubfollowing statement
'
lished today
John V. Dillon and Wm.
W. Coke, author of "Coke on Corporations," have examined the manner
by which the Chicago, Cincinnati &
lxniiaville was purchased by the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton and the
Fere Marquette, and they emphatically say that the sale will stand, and
that the bonds issued for the purchase
of the road are valid. J. P. Morgan
purchased the stock of the C. H. & D.,
In September last, and on October 12,
lie ratified the purchase of theVC, C.
& L.
Now he desires to repudiate
his own act of October.
The C. H. & D. has operated the
C. C. & L. for about eighteen months.
We had terminals in this city which
were leased to private individuals b
the C. H. &. D., without either my
knowledge or approval. The C. H.' &
D. officials cancelled our ninety-nin- e
year contract for terminals in
I turned over the C. C. & L. to
the C. H. & D., free of indebtedness.
Now the floating debt runs Into thous
ands."
Asked if the suit to be brought In
the United tSates court would be to
compel Morgan to mm over bonds
for the C. C. &. 1. Itradford simply
ald: "Walt and see."
I
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PAGE CAUSED DEATH.
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Gallup, N. M., Jan. 9, 2:30 p. m. The coroner' jury ha just
returned It verdict, after sitting elnce yesterday morning. The
vcroict reacts:
"We find that the deceased came to his death Indirectly, from a
blow delivered by Gregory Page."
No recommendations or Instruction
were delivered by the Jury.

STATEHOOD FIGHT IS
'

:

NOW GROWING WARMER CITY OF CHARLESTON

GREETS HER CRUISER

Insurgents Insist on Placing Word "Each" in Enabling ActHagerman Recommended for

PIT

DASHED INTO

Catch Fire One Hundred Feet
low

4

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Gallup, N. M., Jan. 9. Walter W. Jones, a government aawyer,
who received hi appointment at Sutherland, Va., and who was en
route from the San Carlo reservation to Fort Defiance, on the Navajo reservation, died her Sunday noon from the effect of blow said
to have been delivered by Gregory Page, proprietor of the Page hotel,
of thl city.
Mr. Jone came to this city on December 30, and waa to have reported for duty to Government Agent Perry on January 2, but on
the night of hi arrival he went to the Page hotel to secure lodging
for the night.
On the way to hi room it I said that he made ome alurring
remark to Mrs. Page, the proprietor' wife.
Mr. Page reported It to her husband, who later met Mr. Jone
In the bar room of the hotel, where word followed.
By some It I said that Mr. Jone apologized. However that may
be, it eem certain that Mr. Page struck Mr. Jone two blows over
the head with either chair, pistol or some hard object, a the blow
caueed fracture of the skull.
Mr. Jones' wound were cared for by Doctor Stofer and Coudert,
and he seemed to be getting on fa'rly well, when on the night of Jan-uar-y
6, while euffering from acute mania caused by the wound, he
walked out of the window at hi room In the Hlnch hotel on to the
roof of the 'Carman building, and from there fell to the sidewalk,
fracturing hla hip.
At the post mortem examination held yesterday the verdict was
"That the deceased came to hi death from blow, either of which
would produce death."
The coroner' Inquest I now sitting, but have not as yet reached
a verdict.

THE CZAR'S COUNTRY SEAT AT ALUPKA.
according
standpoint
to,i real thing. The cooks have been
tronomlc
,
.
, .
,,. .
.,
steaming over it all day.
The major on duty partakes of evIn the winter palace kitchen, and who
is now chef of a San Francisco hotel ery dish, after which It l placed In an
elevator having a closed L Vt. Every
that does not count.
The Idea Is to see If any of these thing In readiness, the K.Jor enters
under-chef- s
drops dead or falls Into the elevator. Is locked In, ana the
convulsions a sort of case of trying dinner and the major are lifted dl
it on the dog. Then the under under-chef- s rectly to the dining room and into the
get into the tasting line, and presence of the czar.
The major again goes through the
next a major of the army. No fatal
or serious results following, then is tasting performance, and nothing hapserved to the czar a dish that fits a pening to him, the imperial family
king and would kill a peasant.
sits down to dinner.
The dining room is made of cast
The czar frequently submits a menu
for the day, and when it Is under Iron, and sealed between meals like
preparation 300 men are hustling in a bank vault. It is entirely bomb
the kitchen enveloped in delicate va- proof. The czar starts in on dinner
pors.
with a number of appetizers. Then
,
The breakfasts vary much, but ca- "bortsch" soup, hot and cold meats,
viar and rate de foi graa are never half a dozen entrees, hot and cold
absent. The czar falls to on break- fowls, many different vegetables, pud
fast at lout 8 o'clock. At 11 he is dings. Ices, cakes, wine, tea and
ready to go into the game again. This vodka.
The number of courses are always
time it Is salads, soups; cold meats.
Ices and, desserts..
the same. Nicholas never mlsse one
prettv tall eating al of them. However, he seldom eats
That
ready, bHt the B o'clock dinner Is thei between meals.

Midnight Hour and Without 'Warning Death
Claims Victims.

HOUSES

4
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BY ITS SUDDENNESS

Special to The Citizen
New York, Jan. 9. li is now likely
that within a very short time
congress
will consider the mat
ter of the relations between the Unit
ed States and Venezuela, one of the
principal subjects involved being the
siezure by President Castro of the
property of the New York & Bermu
dez (Asp"nalt) company, and the sub
sequent exploitation of this property
for the joint benefit of Castro, Amzl
L. Tlarber and Ambrose H. earner.
The New York & Bcrmudez com pa
ay claims that it Is the victim of a con
spiracy engineered by these three
men. It has asked the state depart
ment to secure an arbitration of the
whole subject by an international trl
buna!. Much new light Is thrown on
the ouestlon by the testimony of Amzl
L. Barber, before the commissioner
appointed to take evidence In the eel
ebrated and unprecedented case in
which President Castro seeks to re
for alleged
'over $11,000,000 damages
participation by this company in the
-- ,,,.i,,t i,,.,
ai.,
,.f
iiir.i
i
;itiltja iiiutiiiiuu
iia oritiii
part of this testimony is now printed,
ihf hearing Itself, htld October Is.
1905, having been quietly conducted
in the presence of only a few attorneys and witnesses.
of Mr. BarThe
ker was conducted by Delancey Nicoll
of New York.
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ACCIDENT APPALLS

METHODS

Charleston, S. C, Jan. 9. Thousands will also carry Mayor Rhatt and the
of visitors from all parts of tne state members of the presentation
com-

Appointment by Senate Committee.

Be

Wushlngton, Jan. 8. Speaker Can- nun's ettoi'ts to win the insurgents
to the Hamilton joint statenoiM
bill have met witb little success ap- and the joint statehood
proposition Is still shrouded tn un- The Insurgents claim they
have 68 votes, the number which,
coupled with the solid democratic
vote, will force the consideration of
amendments to the Hamilton bill.
Two or three republicans are reported to have beeu won over to the
through
meusure
adininistrtaiion
Speaker Cannon, hut tho weakening
of the oppositio nls so slight that until further changes are brought about
the Hamilton bill will not be taken
before the house.
All sorts of compromises have been
suggested, but have met with no fa-fat the hands of the supporters of
joint statehood.
The last compromise offered by the insurgents was the
insertion of a single word, "each,"
where it would provide that the peo- of New Mexico and Arizona should
"eciue uy ,popular vota wneiuer mey

and are Consumed
With Inhabitants.

All meber of the committee have
agreed that there should be an
quiry and its scope was considered
at length. There seemed to be a
timent In favor of reviewing the work
of the canal committee from Its
ception. It was formally agreed that
the committee should also consider
the question of salaries
Want to Know Salaries.
At the beginning of today's session
in the senate, Simmon's, presented a
resolution asking the president to
send to the senate the names of an
Oiucers, agents and other employes
canul commission,
of the Panama
whose salaries exceed $3,000, giving
tne amount ,iald each,
r

have arrived here, awaiting the arrival of the cruiser Charleston, which
Is due at this port today and will remain here until Friday. The cruiser
was named after this city and the citizens are no little proud of the fine
ship which hears the name of their
city. To show their pride In the snip
and their appreciation of the honor
conferred upon Charleston by naming
one of the finest cruisers of the American navy after It, the citizens have
raised a fund and have had a magnificent solid silver' punch bowl wltn
platter and ladle of the same material
made, which will be presented to the
ship on ;Ir occasloitf,
Tne most elaltorpte preparations
have been made for the reception and
entertainment of the officer and men
For this evening
of the Charleston.
a reception to the officers of the ship
has been arranged, to which the officers of the Texas, Arkansas, Nevada
and Florida ami of the torpedo boats
now in the harbor, will also bo Invited.
The prentatlon ceremonios will
take place tomorrow. The bowl and
crcesesorles,
Inclosed In a massive
case, will he taken on board the
Charleston by a steam launch, which

Haverstraw, N. Y., Jau. it. At least
fourteen persons are believed to huve
perished in a landslide which carried
houses down into
eiverui
the city in here last nisnt. Up to
U
i('inrk HiIh
.... inornlnL' no bodies had
been recovered and it is believed that
all the missing are dead. Under
mined by shilling clay, which had
been solfeiyd by yesterday's snow
fall, several houses with their three
score of hieeping occupants toppled
over th brink and tumbled to pieces.
AT PHILIPPINE MATTERS
The houses which were of wood,
BRIGHT AND EARLY.
were sta on Hie from overturned
Washington, Jan. 9. There was no
stoves, and the debris was soon a
TRIAL OF MIDSHIPMAN
delay
beginning
the debate on the
In
Some fifty tenants
of flames.
UNDER NEW RULING. mass
Phllippina tariff rebate in the house
t scaped with more r lss serious inAnnapolis, Md., .Ian. 9. The first juries.
today.
The discussion was opened
l
by Honynte, of Colorado, who oppos-pl- e
of a midshipman under
Rut'and
at
landslide
occurred
The
ed the bill In the Interest of the beet
the act of 1903, providing dismissal ,8treet
t of ,ott.n w (),r(, lwo Mocks
sugar industry.
or countenancing
for "encouraging
the- to
hollseSi
accorrtinK
another
urir-jJiMid- WWUHI
hazing," hesan this niortiin
Jllll tmilCllOOU.
hipman Stephen
HAGERMAN
REPORTED
iecaur. Jr.. was ,k.rmlne(, by wf lanen digging clay
CANAL MATTERS
placed on trial. The charge against. or )rickmak!ng.
FOR CONFIRMATION.
The catastrophe PANAMA
TO
BE
I
THOROUGHLY
Special
Ion
speclficat
hy
supported
one
PROBED.
to The Citizen.
him is
occurred shortly after midnight and
Washington, Jan. 9. All matters
Washington, Jan. 9. Delegate An- v. i. ..........
were asieuu. seven relatlng
tne
wmie
victims
to the Panama canal, and the drews was at the meeting of the
he hazing of Fourth Classman Gay houses went down into the pit which
government, of the canal zone, and senate committee on twritorles today,
lord Church. Decatur was recently is MO feet deep.
the management of the Panama rail- favorably
The committee
acquitted of doing the hazing perAt 11 o'clock this morning It was
will bo Investigated by the sen- - on the confirmation of Hagerman s
sonally.
or more road
reported that twenty-on- e
ca- - appointment
on
os governor,
persons are dead as the result of tne ate committee
This was decided today ut the
SCHOONER STRIKES ROCKS
The senate heid executive session,
away of 1 lie ground and the; nals. meeting
falling
of the committee.
DURING TERRIFIC GALE. fire
been evmer- Tho Judge I.. K. Parker
that followed. The names of first
lnvestigatlon will begin on Tuesday atel by the attorney hs
llam- general.
Cape Henry. Va., Jan. 9. Tho thoRe supposed to be killed are:
next, although there may be a special llton says the statehood bill will have
schooner Fannie Palmer, went ashore,
i:uii.-villKev. Mr. AMt-n- .
tid., Jan. 9 Today Is
Joseph
Albert;
three quarters of a mile off the Little Jewish Habbi: Mrs. Havles; Abraham meeting in the Niterim to take up to wait several (lavs In order not to e seventieth anniversary cf .the
ior.s
nominal
commissioners,
of
canal
Philippine
Mil.
supplant
4
life
Island
the
saving starlon at
o'clock isias; John Iionnett; Mr. an.l Mrs.
m of St. Pauls
parish or the
this morning. The vessel is lying W'm.Cohen and their five children;
c,ial church, and the members,
near the beach and is pounding heav-- Thomas Hughes; liartiftt MeOov rn;
tiiat congregation wit'
celebrate
'ly on the rocks. One man landed InjMr. and Mrs. Silverman and child.
vtnt In an appropriate manner.
oreecnes tmoy with a message to
'I hi- - evening the
principal celebratthe owner. The other members of the NEW YORK BOARD OF
ion will he held, consisting of a spe-ricrew refused to land
sci vice, with the bishop of Indian-apoliTRADE FOR PHILIPPINES,
as the principal speaker.
New York, Jan. !. The New York
GERMAN MINISTER SUFFERS
morning another special servhold its annual
STROKE OF PARALYSIS. hoard of trade will
Waldorf-Astoriice will he held, at which the bishop
thisj
banquet
at
the
Washington. D. C. Jan. 9. A ca evening.
'! Kentucky will deliver the sermon.
There will be a number
blegram received at ihe
In the evening the Men'B club of the
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mittee. It is expected that Secretary
of the Navy Bonaparte will be present
at the ceremony. He has been especially invited for the occasion, but
was not able to make a definite promise, owing to the pressure of business
during the early days of the session
of congress after the holiday recess.
Tomorrow evening tho officers of the
Charleston and also Secretary Bonaparte, should he come, will be the
guests of the city at a banquet given
In their honor.
Fcr the following day
a big hunt afield has been arranged
for the officers of the Charleston and
the other warships tn the harbor.
The punch lowl, which will be donated to the Charleston, is of large
size and exquisite workmanship.
It
was made In New York and is ornamented with relief scenes of Fort
Sumpter, Fort Moultrie, the Battery
and St. Michael's church, and also tne
seals of the navy and of the city of
Charleston and various emblematic
designs.
After her visit to Charleston, Commander Winslow will take his ship out
for her final trial and will then start
for the Pacific coast. The Charleston
Is a protected cruder of 10,000 tons
and the first of Its class.
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Rogers

Either

Remains

Dumb as Witness
in Oil Case
OR SAYS HE DOESN'T KNOW

Informs Attorney General He
Doesn't Think It is Worth
MOST BRUTAL AFFAIR IN ANNALS OF TERRITORY
While to Answer.
After Man Had Been Almost Slugged to Death, He Was
LAWSON WILL GIVfc TESTIMONY
Taken to Another Hotel and During Deleriurn

1

One might Imagine from reports of
the czar's enforced seclusion and the
fact that death by poison Is one of his
many great fears, that a conversation
something like the above might take
place in the imperial palace.
But the fact Is that Nicholas par
takes of an extraordinarily extensive
menu, and sDends enormous sums to
procure it, and also to secure himself
from the sudden death Ingredients
that so many of his faithful subjects
would like to enter into the imperial
bill of fare.
To begin with. Eugene Kratz, head
chef of the palace, ranks as a general
In the Hussian army, and his salary
He bosses
Is about $50,000 a year.
all the Imperial kitchens. About the
only time Kratz does manual work is
becomes
when the czars appetite
passe, and. as Alexander sighed for a
new world to conquer, Nicholas
craves for something new to eat.
Then Kratz gets busy. He hikes to
his private kitchen and thinks and ex
pertinents mixes, stews, bakeB things
which no cook book ever thought of
until he finally satisfies himself that
he has got something that will "hit"
Nicholas Just right.
But he doesn't call Nicholas in and
say: "Try a spoonful of thiB, Nick,
Ira sure you will like it. Oh, no;
nothing like that.
The imperial taster are ordered to
the front.
First comes the under chefs, and
each gets a taste. As to whether or
not they really approve, from a gas-

it ways, may
tourts. W. A.
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RUNS ITS WAY

Object in Committing the Awful Crime.

afraid there may be a
i tie"I'mformaldehyde
In that roast

Thl the Sale Kill Stand and
That the Bonds Issue
is Valid.

YET THE FARCE

SAID TO HAVE KILLED

OF THE CZAR'S HASH

For

Effort to be Made
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New York, Jan. 9. Henry H. Rogers, vice president of the Standard
Oil company of New Jersey, was on
the stand again today.
"How long have you been connected with the Standard Oil company
or Indiana?" asked Hadley, the attorney general of Missouri.
"I dont know."
"Since its organization T'
"I don't think It Is worth while to
answer that," said Roger.
"You will permit me to be the Judg
of that," responded Hadley.
Matuey then asked Roger
if he
was connected with the Standard v
of Indiana when it succeeded to the)
Dusiness of the Standard Oil of Kentucky. The counsel for the Standard
objected, and the witness declined to
answer..
Several other ouestlon Roirorn de
clined to answer.
Lawaon to Appear.
New York, Jan. 9. Attorney General Hadley, of Missouri, said today
that Thomas W. Lawson. of Boston,
would be Invited to appear before the
commissioner.
This decision was
reached today when the attorney
general waa Informed that Lawson
was willing to appear.
Lawson last night expressed hla
willingness to come to New York in
connection with the inquiry. Hadley
said he would telegraph Lawson immediately and ask him to come to
New York and testify.
Roger Maintains Refusal.
Roger continued to decline to answer questions, but finally Hadley.
brougt from him that John Teagle is
a memoer of Hchoneld,
Hoourmer ft
Teagle, and In the oil business. Aik-e- d
whether Walter C. Teagle Is in the
oil business, Rogers ald: "I understand Waltef C. Teagle Is connected;
with Borne foreign buslnesa. I have
met him at 26 Broadway and elsewhere."
He declined to say whether he saw
him about oil buslnesa. Rogers knew
several otber oil people vaguely, too
vaguely to enlighten the commission.
Even Police Won't Answer.
Eugene Carney was the next witness. He said he wa a police officer
at 26 Broadway and that hla principal
business was to start the elevators.
Acting under the advice of Attorney
Rowe, Carney proceeded to give a
modified Imitation of Rogers' refusing to answer all questions. Howtlril
Hage, who said he was connected
with the foreign department of the
Standard Oil, was then called. He
also refused to answer the questions
put to him.
ROGERS

SUMMONED

TO

APPEAR BY SUPREME COURT.
New York, Jan. 8. Henry Wellmao.
acting as counsel for Attorney General iSadley of Missouri, obtained an
order today requiring H. H. Rogers,
vice president of the Standard Oil
-of New Jersey, to appear in the
preme court tomorrow morning and
show cause why he should not lie required to answer the questions in the
taking of testimony before Commissioner Sanborn for use In the case
of the state of Missouri against the
Standard Oil company.
The order
was Issued by Justice Davis in the
New York supreme court.

BETTER

TO KEEP IN
PATH OF RECTITUDE

Savannah, Jan. 9. After four year
spent In exile as fugitives from the
law, Benjamin D. Greene and John
F. Gayuor, appeared this morning- Is.
the federal court for the southern district of Georgia, before Judge Emory
Speer, to answer to several indictments charging conspiracy to Jwiiud1
the government and with keeping
money known to have beon embezzled from tho Unite. i States.

GREENE AND GAYNOR ARE
IN THE TOILS AT LAST.
Savannah,
lug the past year and fine sport may Benjamin I). (ia., Jan. 3. Th. trial f
be expected. The conditions are al- - j P. Gaynor, Greene and Colonel John
on
n.ost ideal. The reservation on which spiracy to defraudthe the charge of conUnited State
the trials are to be held Include government
auout 12.00H
Is located near the accounts. jn and presenting of false
town and has the Important advant- vannah harlKrconnection with the Saimprovements, was beage thai there is always a sufficient gun
the United States court
amount f game to be found there. today.before
Abraham H. Koss of New York
or the
ayneshoro grounds has spread ueiense.
lie will he ass steH at th
all thr. ugh the country and even
by Colonel Maldrum and other
across tne ocean, and among the spec- trial
prominent attorneys.
The two detators attending the trial are several fendants
brought back from CanEnglish sporunun. Captain K. E. ada on a were
Stone, of Atlanta, is the president of governmentrequest of the United States
their extradltkm, and
the held i rial association. Mr. T. T. that fact willfor
probably be used by the
Ashford, of Ilirmingham, Eng., a dis- defense to confine
the trial to the
tinguished field tria.1 manager, will two
counts of the Indictment, which
act as, Judge at today's trials.
are included in the terms of the extradition treaty between the United
WOOL MARKET WILL
States and Canada. There are in all.
PROBABLY RISE FURTHER. four charges
against the defendants,
Hoston, Mass., Jan. 9. Wool dealers first, conspiracy
to
the United
believe that the market will soon need States governtiK nt defraud
presentreplenishing, payers, who have beeu ing false accounts; second,
eiubezle-nient- ;
third,
following the market closely, have
fourth, receiving money
and
taken many samples for exanilratlou. thai belonged to the government,
hminy the week worsted mills and knowing It to have
woolen interests have operated ter- It is main'aiued by leen embezzled.
the defense tfiat
ritories ami California and Texai the (rinie of conspiracy
n.n being
sh.irt wools. Fine fleeces and AusIn the extradition treaty, the
tralian Merinos have changed bauds government has no
rilu to try th
at ml! prl. es. Fleece wools are now prisoners (in
that charge. The trial
lirmi-r-.
w ill probabiy last
several days
St. Louis Wool.
Spelter.
St. l.ouh Mo., Jan. 9
Wool
St. IahMs, Mo.,
.Jau. 9 Spelter,
ket steady and .unchanged.
firm at I'i 5.1.
a'-rc-

:
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Here you'll find
what you've been
looking for.
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or
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cent per word, each
sertlon.
CHARGE,

MINIMUM

WANTEw

Iflll
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'
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iT.
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0"000

A

MUSEMENTS
AT THE E.LliS THEATRE

OeXOOO'"

bar-tak-

first-clas-

six-roo-

g

e

,

i'1"

rfr

Montezuma Tntst Co.
ALBUQUERQUE,

HXW

MEXICO

00,000

Capital and Scrplus $

Money
to Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses

(Mili tif (Mf Mil

t

f

tf

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSES RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 aad as high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
One
and strictly private.
Time:
month to one year given. Goods remain In your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and tea us be
fore borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE) OFFICES.
Open

KILLTHr

COUCH

Dr. King's
New Discovery

x

.f.
With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

TltQ Rank q
AlilyuaiiGfrnim

ainmarcg oil
Ktero? Maxim
.

Evening.

Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation,
Accounts Capital, $190,000.00.

CARtlS

PROFESSIONAL

and

Solicits

.

New

.

i

DENTISTS.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
SOLOMON LUNA, President.
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. ant) Cashier
W.J. Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Win. Mcintosh J. C. Baldridge
Solomon Luna
A. M. Blackwell
George Arnot
O. E. Crom we

DR. J. E. KRAFT,

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mall.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 3.
Office
avenue.
No. 306 Railroad
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 4ti3. Ap
polntments made by mail.
LAWYERS.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

LBUQUBKQUB,

D. C. Pensions,
patents, copyrights, caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
que, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.
N. W., Washington,

aa

m

J

wsSwte

at

. . M . . .Tlea Preatdeat

w

Casater
Asaiataat Casatar

MjposrroRT.

u.

'MES!?"-r'r

AatbortMd Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

E. W. Dobson.
.

RY.

N. M.

.........

-

R. A. FROST

lands,

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

FE

Offlcvrv an4 IXTectotm.

lVlill

VWfj J f CI, n.n a
M. W. FLOURNOTFRANK McKBTO

F street

32

SANTA

&

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Bernard S. Rodey.
W. Albuquerue
ATTORN
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession
Will practice in all courts of the territory and before the United State
land office.
Ira M. Bond.

$WMO.tt
$364,00

Offlre Crom

well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
John H. Stingle.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWSuite 16, N
building, Albuquerque
T. Armijo
N. M.

4

Depository for Atchison. Topeka A Santa Fa Railway Ooapaay

eoioiotototoi

ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
rooms
Barnett building
ford,
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
46-4-

?mi

2

The State National

A. L. Morgan.
INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR AND BUrLDER Estimates are
cheerfully furnished; job work solicited. Automatic phone, 724; shop at
street, Albuquer911 North Second
que, N. M.
PHYSICIANS.

Bank

OF ALBUQUERQUE

THE3

......

CAPITAJb

...... I1M.SW.W

.

DEPOSITS

h. . .8SMaf

We bar tad a very satlssotory growta ate.ee $
eatabllitnnjii
of our baak. ff txmi art aot oee ot our custojoefa, w aawsU lure
an opportustty to show yoa ur superior facilities.

A. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.

Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
Room 25. Whiting building, over
Vann's drug store. Automatic
telephone, 410.
Tor7r. L. HUST,

PTesidMt.
a N.B. MARRON,
HORN DON,

J.

N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Office,
Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical Current and Germicide.- Treatments given each day
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
Both 'phones.
In attendance.
U
OR. J. D. NUSBAUM
Practice limited to diseases of Nose,
Throat and Lungs.
Rooms 14 and 15, Grant Blk. Office
Hours, 8 to 10 a. m., 3 to 5 p. m.
Telephones: - Colo. 154; Auto. 272.

Oaahier.

6--

"OLD RELIABLE"

O.

WHOLESALE

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD

UNDERTAKER.

AVENUE

ALBUQUERUE. N. U.

Auto, 'phone 316.
Oolo. Red 115.
A. BORDERS,
City Undertaker.

Black

A

COLLINS,
Engineers. United
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
A

Civil and Mining

ASSAYERS

East side of Plaza, Santa Fe, N.
LAND MATTERS.

Fiffst-Glas- s

M.

H. W. S. Otero,
United States Court Commissioner,
703 West Silver avenue. Will attend
to matters before the land office.

UPSTAIRS.

Gas Heater

TAILORING

OVER

RAILROAD

NO. 209 WEST

AVENUE.
PROPRIETOR

O.

GROCER

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock ot Staple Grocerle
In the Southwest.

p. m.

MERCHANT

PUTNEY

Flour, Grain and Provisions

limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
Occullst and Aurlst for Santa Fe coast
lines. Office, 31314 West Railroad
avenue.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
Practice

CORBET

ymm

ESTABLISHED 1871

L.

DR. W. G. SHAORACH,

Commercial Club Building.
and white hearse, $5.
ASSAYERS.

D. A. afePTOMON,
ROT McDON ALD,

0Oi

High-Fiequen- cy

1

d

Interest Allowed on SaWngi Deposits

On

j

ll-a-

H4

Make your wants
known rhrougn
Viese columns.

15c.

7

BANK INSTITUTIONS

COLUMNS

In- -

1906.

tt.oo

a
uqulr
Clean rags.
Dmlly by Carrier, 60c per month
The Citizen office.
9mm
Omw will b Mlvmd hi the
Two dining room girls a
WANTED
tk few rmta at M canta vr wmk. lihcK
V Mgov
the Columbus hotel.
mi. wba pmI aMnthlr.
I
I1 ll in
li
Vt5
WANTED Help at once; four women
7liti'l j)FV'i
V
rvS
It Toj-iot.i- ..
itrtrmiii lita Itdi lien n Appllutlon
and two girls; good wages. Our
v
work fine. Troy Hand Laundry,
FU
vtl mmtm tmvmr kr ratify bis
Mhe beautiful mountain scenery In the
No. 212 West Silver avenue.
background.
1
Uentieinen a second-hanwj to
MwnM Iw ddl
4
On this spot the Dreamland Con- - WAN ED
clothing. No. 615 South First street
rmunw Com r amt. Draft.
compeny, which is incor
net Ion
south of viaduct. Send address and
porated undef. the laws of California,
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor
will build some of the handsomest
st ruetures .ever raised as Temples of
FOR HENT
I easure.
Colorado l!
Bach theater and kiosk FOR RENT 'pleasant, modern robmT,
AihMkH I S3
Vet . V.
V
will be constructed from substantial
home cooking. Casa de Oro.
mat erlals and along ornate lines. The FOR RENT Bright, sunny rooms for
by
grounds
laid
be
will
famous
oiit
housekeeping.
524 West Railroad
THE INAUGURATION
artists, Including flowers, lawns .teravenue.
San Francisco, Jan. 8. This city is races, canals, moats, and lakes, where
RENT Newly furnished rooms,
DAY EXERCISES to have a $750,000 amusement project, at night the singing gondolier will FOR
single and en suite. Call 619 W.
craft. From the
comparing in its. equipment and extent steer his pleasure
Railroad avenue. Mrs. V. Maestas.
center of the grounds, rising above an
with the "Dreamland" and Luna Park arched bridge, will stand a tall and FOR RENT Newly furnlsnea rooms;
bath and electric lights. Gentlemen
and the White City brilliantly Illuminated tower.
Committees Are at Work to of Coney Island,company
preferred.
Garcia bldg., 504 West
of San FranD. J. Graunian, the founder of "conof Chicago. A
Railroad avenue.
cisco capitalists has Income inter- tinuous vaudeville," is at the head of
Make Them a Grand
ested in the enterprise and its finan- this enterprise. He has made a study FOR RENT Nicely furnished cot- age flats, two and three rooms, $10
cial success Is assured. The big play- of the Coney Island and Chicago enSuccess.
and $15 per month. Mrs. Norrls,
ground, which is to be known as terprises and hag decided that San
524 John street, east en d of viaduct.
"Dreamland," taking its name from its Francisco, which, he says, is the best
Coney island prototype, will occupy amusement city in this world, proporFOR SALE
SPECIAL RATES ON RAILROADS three complete city squares, covering tionate to Its population, will liberally
Some'
FOR
good
SALE
Missouri
consupport
such a venture. The
an area of between eleven and twelve
horses. No. 311 Lewis avenue.
acres. The site is a beautiful one, struction of Dreamland will be commenced some time In January, and SELL, RENT OR TRADE ijat your
The executive committee, having in looking down upon and embracing
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
Golden
It Is hoped to have a force of a thouprospect
the
famous
within
its
met
charge the Inauguration exercises,
South Broadway.
ships come in from sand men employed from then until
the
Gate,
where
at the office of A. B. Renehan, in sea; the bay of San Francisco, with June 1, when the formal opening .takes FOR SALE OR TRADE A good busl- ness for city property. T. L. McSanta re, on Saturday evening, and its islands, shores and beaches, and place.
Spadden, 300 South Broadway.
beard the report of the
FOR SALE A hanusome Hardtnan
tees. Territorial Secretary J. W.
piano, in flee condition and almost
Raynolds was in the chair, and among
new, at a 'bargain. For particuA.
M.
was
Governor
present
those
0 lars, call at this office.
Otero, who is taking a keen Interest
FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you inin the nrenarations for the Inaugural
terested in mines? I have some
receolion and ball in honor of his
said to be good deals. Talk with
successor.
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. BroadThe decoration committee submitway.
1
decorations,
superb
plans
for
ted
e
FUIt
SALE- - $:;5,ii0o ranch at a
600
and
flowers
of
consist
which will
gatn;
will
property
in
small
was
committee
many
The
llehtn.
thousands
How
electric
' HtLLOiBlLL" PLEASED SMALL from a book.
exchange.
Write, wire, phone or
voted 9250 for the 'purpose.
of theatre goers have been shocked
talk with F. I McSpadden, 303
of
impersonation
Secured.
Hotel
BUT APPRECIATIVE AUDIENCE at the distorted
South Broadway.
The committee on arrangements
characters they have loved as mere
FOR SALE $700 will buy equity in
play
A really good
reported that it had secured the Palnine
readers!
laughfirst-cla- a
"Hello Bill," one of the most
residence on the best
ace hotel for the reception and ball,
times out of ten is written expressly
farce comedies that is entoure to- without the backing of any "best sellstreet in the city; will rent for 45
and at the same time gave the inter- able
George
presented by the
month; owner leaving town. F. L
ing"
esting Information that every room in day, was company
Whatever other excellast evening at the lences novel.
Samuels
McSpadden. 303 South Broadway.
may be shown In "Shadows on
the hotel has been engaged already
apopera house, to a small, but
double-ba- r
C.
FOR
Alston's
SALE A
Arthur
for out of town guests who will at- Elks'
Hearth'
which
the
many
preciative audience. There are
at
shotgun;
is
Hlks'
reled,
present
company
the
bran new
to
tend the Inauguration exercises. The versions
of "Hello Bill," all of which theatre Friday, January 12 with Estha
committee' has secured the Woman's
never has been used; one of th
exception
the
of
the
piratical
with
are
refreshprovide
the
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
board of trade to
Williams and James M. Brophy in the
this original "Hello Bill" leading roles.
flee for particulars.
ments for the inaugural dunce, which original, andplay,
It certainly hae the adpreone
was
the
and
royalty
is
a
of
puncTn,
will
consist
of having been written with FOR SALE A bargain, if sold at
ia addition to
night. Mr. Samuels' chief vantage
nothing but the stage In view. More
chicken salad, sandwiches, ices, rake, sented Inst and
once, one
house, with bath,
man,
who
leading
comedian
in
served
be
offee, etc., and will
cement walkB; furnished or unfurdifficult than that, it is thoroughly American
the
interpreted
night,
last
the
adjoining
room
In
a
In origin, theme, authorship and manballet style
nished. Electric lights or gas. Adcomedy part or the luckless 4'Bill," is agement.
dance floor.
dress, A. T., this office.
physique,
fine
remarkably
a
man
of
reported
that
The music committee
SALE One corner lot, contain-inFOR
part.
The
in
well
the
showed
and
. It
orchestra
fcas engaged Morrison's
THE WILLIAM H. WEST
frame cottages;
two
and
high
order,
a
of
specialties
were
music,
and that
to furnish the dance
cement
on both streets;
walks
bath;
a
company
deserved
in
all
prothe
all.
a
MINSTRELS
BIG JUBILEE
the orchestra is arranging for
good shade; electric light and fuel
gram of selections that will be the much larger house than was present
gas on premises. Address, T. A.
the advance
Unest ever heard at a dance in the last night. However,
office.
Among the several sensational acts
this
the
tonlgltt,
when
for
seats
of
sale
furwill
capital. The Cavalry band
appear upon the extremely In- FOR SALE Hotel, .European plan;
that
"Mr.
presents
company
Plaster
same
reception,
Che
nish the music for
20 rooms, newly furnished in new
that the people of teresting program of the llllam H.
which will lie from 8 to 9 p. ni., and of Paris." showsappreciate
goou terestlng program of the William 11.
a
building; best location In city; a
AlbiHiuemiie
will be open to the public.
exiraor-thproposition. Reason
thing." and as Mr. Samuels' company provide an entertainment of
fine business
Selling Tickets.
Elks'
for selling, poor health. Address,
delivers the goods, we bespeak for nun ninary novel cnaraeier at
reported
that
committee
Monday
night,
Jan
The finance
F. J., this office.
a full house for the remainder of the opera house next
uary 13, may be mentioned the really
the tickets for the dance are going present engagement.
EXCHANGE I have some ranches
Saturday
TO
by
astonishing work done by Henry B.
tike hot cakes, and that
to trade for city property. T. L.
Hoff, with his unsupported ladder. Inof this week every one of the 200 tick- CARLOAD OF SPECIAL SCENERY
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
ets will be disposed of. The Inquiry
deed, Mr. Hoff has won the admiraThe exchange man.
ARTHUR C. AISTGWS PLAYS tion and respect for hU inventive ge- McSPADDEN
for tickets from outside points Is esSee him for business exchanges.
pecially active. Upon this report the
nius, as well as by his daring, and In
300 South Broadway.
principal European clt.es his act
Woman's board of trade was ordered
seem that the day of the the
-to famish refreshments for 400 peo- J it would
.
li oin.ii rniuuoiau,
lu
oa
mi
n.....,l
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
Almrwt
ple, as that number will be present w ithou,
concerning its TO " EX CI I A NG E- - I Have prdpeft yln
"
Ward's
Mrs.
oe
from
.ion.
will
be
a most
at toe dance, which
among merits as a feature, so far different
Illinois. Iiwa. Missouri, Kansas,
"RoImti EsIn(,, which was petfrom the conventional kind as to make
brilliant social affair.
In t
At
ilm
..n.ii.iii
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
commitvalue. The Hoff num
...
The printing and publicity
r jpamnHvotlnn R Of Special
Albuquerque property.
Talk witn
tee reported that the passenger
however. U but one of the sev- beela fanure! TUore is no m eral exciting
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300, South
of the Denver & Rio Grande has
ones
in
order
introduced
sucBroadway.
tao fact that the average
to dlvldo attention with the 'song and
railroad has made a rate of a single taking
novel does not contain the music,
always
a
which
have
been
fare for the round trip from all points cessful
LOST.
torof a piny and when it is
ou its, road in New Mexico, including elements
LOST Gold locket and chain, mono
fu- strong card with the West show.
weak,
becomes
into
such
it
tured
the new Uno In San Juan county, to tile and ridiculous. The ablest of
gram "L. E. W.," with picture. ReSanta Ke for the Inaugural exercises. .dramatists cannot make a play by giv
Perfection Attained.
turn to the Alvarado and receive
centering
at
The other two railroads
Perfection can only be attained in the
reward.
bis characters familiar names, Dy
Hast a Ke will follow suit, and this as ing
approphysical
allowing
by
Nature
to
few episodes and
FOUND.
sures that many hundreds of people stringing together ascrops
of dialogue priate and not dissipate her own rehome a brindled pup,
me
Followed
from the outside will be present on by stealing a few
sources.
gripe,
weaken
Cathartics
iuaugural day. The committee sugdissipate, while De Witt's Little Eearly wearing studded collar with star lock;
MEALS
A
LABORER'S
gested that the business men be asked
Risers simply expel all putrid matter owner can have dog by paying for this
to display flags and bunting and decblie, thus allowing the liver to as notice and calling at 1305 West Fruit
and
orate otherwise, bo as to give Santa Are All Right for Him, But Bad for sume normal activity, Good for the avenue.
the Professional Man.
Fo a festive appearance.
complexion.
W. H. How, Houston
Papers Assist.
Tex., says: "For years I have used V
WILLING HELPERS.
writes from Little Early Riser Pills in my family
The souvenir dance programs have
A professional man
What's the use of a helper, if
tw"cn ordered, and each holder of a Chicago:
No better pill can be used for constl
he isn't willing? Willingness is
'The food question has been an all patlon." Sold by all druggists.
ticket to the hall will be entitled to
an ample mantle which will al- two copies. The newspapers of the important one to me.
o
most cover all the sins of serv- "Up to a year and a half ago I hud CLAPP LEAVES LOROSBURG
territory are kindly giving the InauV ice.
But a classified advertise- gural program favorable publicity.
been a victim of stomach trouble aud
SAN
FRANCISCO.
FOR
uient In The Evening Citizen is a "
Many details were discussed by the a most constant consi ipauon, ior ai
"
K. W. Clapp writes tthat he has se
willing helper that Is not only V
executive committee, which will meet least six years.
cured a good position with the South
absolutely competent, but also is
again this evening. Kvery indication
''I ate a laborer's meal and did al- - ern Pacific in San Francisco and will i a willing worker. It works all
points to the promise that the Inau- most no manual work at all. I was not r turn to Lordsburg. says the Lib- f
time for you. It Is the best
gural exercises will be memorable In- fond of fried foods, meats, fresh eral. Mr. and Mrs. Clapp's many f" the
and most economical publicity in it
deed. About $750 was appropriated bread, hot biscuits, etc. Consequences friends wjll be sorry to lose them, it the
world.
Any balninny trips to the doctor, disagree- - )
to different
,n,y wi rejolce ln tne gomj tl mes
ance ou hand after all Mils are paid U (lit, UUlirM'UU IllvAlivlU 9 HUM U I V they expect to have while living ln
will be donated to the library fund of lier.
San Francisco, where both of them
COMING EVENTS
"About a year and a half ano I be- lived before they were married. Mr.
the Woman's board of trade.
food, living Clapp has lived in Lordsburg for some
gan to use Grape-Nut- s
menus sun ten years, and all that time he was
on It almost enureiy.
January 8, 9, 10 Geo. Samuels' APRISONERS ESCAPE FROM
could, and wonder yet in the employ of tho Southern Pacific, ttractions.
UNION COUNTY JAIL. dered bow
I can, make a l'e wsooonfuls of
and most of tho time has been the January 11 Fabio Romaino.
Late last Friday evening Santiago how
Grape-Nuttake the place of the agent of the company here.
Jenuary 12 "Shadows ou the Hearth''
Mouloya, charged with horse steal- heavy s
meat courses in which I used
January 13 "Old Cross Roads."
ing, and Pedro Valdonado, charged
wisdom is justified of
Indulge.
January 15 West's Minstrels.
Indiaestion Overcome.
with the, theft or sheep, made their to children. ButI have lound
s
in Grape-NutIndigestion Is easily overcome by the
January 20 Murray and Mack.
escape from the Union county Juil at her
a perfect food.
use of Kdol Dyspepsia Cure, pecauBe
January 23 "Hooligan's Troubles."
Clayton, says the Kenterprlse.
"I have never grown tired of it yet, this remedy digests what you eat and
January 2. 30 Geo. Samuels' AtThey were allowed the privilege of
have given It a giwd gives the stomach a rest allows it to tractions.
during the day time, and 1 certainly
the
trial. And my constipation with Hs recuperate and grow strong agate
January 31 "Ole Oleson."
aad made their escape through the attendant
My Kodol
o
Ills has disappeared.
relieves Indigestion, Belching of
roof The man that is being 'ueld for stomach has
toned up so that I can Gas, Sour Stomach, Heart-Burn- ,
etc
This may not prove to be a happy
burglarizing four stores In Clayton, in
anything, even at nlftht, and enables the digestive organs to one, but it'll be a lively New Year for
one night, while attempting to es- eat almost
have no trouble whatever with transform all foods into the kind or Chauncey.
cape, fell off the roof and received and
rich red blood that makes health and
injuries. Hu wag cap mv di nest ion.
ooaslderahle
"Before 1 began eating Grapo-Nut- s
strength. Sold by all druggists.
tured before he had time to recover food
I used to And it dllicult to con
o
aad make his get away.
or
w
cent rate my thoughts on my ork
"Bluffum has come back from New
after meats York been down there a year."
ward off restlessness
and CURE the LUNC8
A Gentleman, and Prominent.
rovers Is true and 1 can
"Full of talk, I suppose."
A prominent gentleman of Pointe Now the
com
slit
"Yes, says he made things
- w.ini I,, iAun iha nthrr dav and settle down to brain work and
WITH
luy lank lU a workmanlike man while he was there."
i.nkoi m hi r,l r.vo ami then went U'lete without
or
becoming nervous
-- k..
rumnlP tn hcln him. i Her
"That's right, he did. most of the
floe. He ran the soda water fountain
much help, however, as fL'K(l out.
He didn't
"These fails, as well as the clr- - 'r. a drug store."
tm was so nrunk that he couldn't hit cuiiiHtaiiccM
Grape
I
that never tire of
Ibe ground with bis hat and had two Nuts food prove
PONUMPTION
Price
Former Manager Frank Selee says
there is some
bottles in his I.UMK.V. Pointe Noir cor thing in it." it that
QLGHS and
?0c 4SI.C0
me, a break
winners
is,
to
ChicaKo
the
like
look
clubs
Signal.
Crowley,
OLDS
Free Trial.
tust !,,( I that is nil of that and not a to him. He says the team appears to
Name given by be the strongest ami best balanced
ftuniH airoiioiner declares the Mar - nieio accessory."
uuu-oCure fur ell
t
durckt and C.
Battle Creek, Mich,
that has repr. nenie, Chicago in years.
tians are several million years ahead Post u in Co.,
THROAT nnd LUNO TItOUB.
There's a reason. Head the iltle
of the people of the earth. Then their)
HACK.
UF.d,
MONK'S
or
in
Geo. liotliner Is instructing Princegovernment buildings and union de- - book. "The Road to Wellnlle,"
ton students iu the art of wrestling.
'pkgs.
pots have been finished.

iuw
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Citizen Ads Will Reach Them

Arlrent ClraihttM.

IUMCRIPTIONI

On

WANTED

gt

dt

The Citizen's Classified Colnmns Promote Business

WNIW1LABEL

JANUARY

TUESDAY,

FR E E

BAM-EIN-I,

merchant tailoring sliop Is up
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave
nue, where
solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed first
class, as I have had fifteen years' ex
perlame In the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
repaired. The specific I use will not
Injure the cloth. Ladies' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order Give me a trial.
My

1

You deposit the cost of tne heater, $2. Vou have the use of the
heater until the 15th of May; return the heater on or before that
date and the $2 is yours again. Ask about it ut Fourth street, and
Gold avenue. The Gas Man.

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric

Light

and

Power Co.

O. BAMBINI.

A Modern Miracle.
"Truly miraculous ncemed the recovery ,f Mrs. Mollie Holt of this
place." writes J. O. R. Hooper. Woodford. Tenn., "she was so wasted by
coughing up puss from her lungs.
IXK tors declared her end so near that
the family had watched by her
forty-eigh- t
horns; when, at my
urgent request Dr. King's New Discovery wtt8 given her. with tho astonishing result that improvement began,
finally comand continued, until
pletely recovered, and Is a healthy
woman today." Guaranteed cure for
eounhs aud colds. 50 c and $100 at all
driagints. Trial bottle free.
Try a Citizen want ad for results.
bed-fid-

E FILL

PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

At Consistent Prices

B. RTJPPE
NEXT TO BANK

OT COMMERCE

203 W. Railroad Are.

e

J.
A

t

TJV

r C4NOHALDRIDGE
C HICAOO LUMBER

PAPER."
AiwaTe
PAINT
BUILD! NO
Covers more, looks best, wears
Hl,8!rCeme.t,
longest, most economical, full 'tock
measure.
Pf,iD,. oia
Sun Doors, eta.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.
ALBUQUERQUE N. M.
HERMAN-WILLIAM-

e

TUESDAY,

JANUAF

ALHUQUEHOUK

9, 1906.

NOQALES CITIZENS

WIRE

CANNON

Speaker if the House, That
They Arc in Favor of
Jjint Statehood.
OTHER JOINT

STATEHOOD

That the Joint statehood movement
Ariona lias many adherents, and
that tie people of that territory are
NUT gainst the movement as a unit,
as Is claimed ly the singly statehood
lobbists, is made manifest by the
factjthat on the fourth of this mon'h
15 jiessagcs from prominent residents
andciiizong of Nogalea, Arizona, some
of them over forty words in length.
elt In to Speaker Cannon, all urging the passage of the Joint state- ho d bill.

following

are

the

iu

AlboaircrQue

PACE THREE.

state

Excnarioe

We will now begin to prove what we have said

NEWS

in

EVKN1XG CITIZEi

"That This Year

Will Be the

Greatest Ever For Albuquerque"

CONTRACTS LET

SITES . SECURED

names of the

.sidcrs, together with their occupa

tions:
K. Titcomb,
zha & Honora
Piny.

Resident of

Kphraim, president

Arl- -

Che

Manufacturing

com'
No- -

of the

Klles water comnanv.
R. D. George, secretary

proprietor

Blocks

to Cost

$249,000.00

Nogales

luildinjr and Loan association.
Con O'Keefe, treasurer Santa Crux
ompany.
I. Burgoon, supervisor
Santa Cruz
,'ouipany.
VV. O. Scoville,

Business

New

Eifdit

Owner.

Location.

T, A. Riordan

Joshua Raynolds

Gross, Kelly & Co
Andreas Romero
Dr. W. O. Hope
O. N. Marron
S. W. Brewery & Ice Co.
William Hart

Fulton

Market.

A. I Peck, proprietor Nogales Liv
ery Stable.
J. M. Summey. proprietor Elite bar
ber shop.
C. T. Jonrt, proprietor Montezuma

Character.
Four story hnick
Three story brick
Three story pressed brick.
Two story pressed stone . .
Three story brick
Two story brick
Two story brick
Two story brick
.

Cor. Railroad Ave. and Fourth St.
Highland Hotel site, R. R. Ave...
U. R. Ave., ea.st of tracks
Cor. First St. aud Lead Ave
Cor. Railroad Ave. and Broadway.
R. R. Ave., bet. 2d and 3d Sts

North Second St
First St., bet. R. R.

&

Copper

Contractor.

Coat.
80,000
f 100,000
30,000
30,000
20,000
15,000
12.000
12,000

J. W. MoQuade
Plans submitted
A. L. Morgan
Plans submitted
W. Hesseldine
A. V. Tegner
Day

work

TOTAL

.$249,000

restaurant.

George W. Atkinson, cattle raiser
and stock dealer.
Roy & Titcomb, (Inc.,) manufac-

turers.

;

Alien T. Bird, editor of Nogales
Oasis.
Ray Ferguson, chairman republican
nmniittpp nnrl a
omintv rentr-n- l
prominent physician and surgeon.
Mil toft Bohall, postmaster at Nogales.
H. M. Williams, public accountant.
These messages ail went prepaid
by the respective senders.
A letter received from Congressman Lacey, one or the original Joint
statehood advocates, in the days of
congress, reads In
the
part as follows:
"The only question In my mind Is
whether or not wo will have to put
on the Foraker amendment, BUT THE
BILL, WILL, PASS."
Parties In this city have received
letters from Senators George Sutherland of Utah, and Gearin of Oregon,
which, while they do not state positively that they will vote for the bill,
seem to favor it.
Senator Burkett of Nebraska and
Congressman Brundidge of Arkansas
write that they will vote for the bill.
Congressman
Champ Clarke of
Missouri writes to a frelnd In
according to the Roswell Register, that li will most certainly vote
for the bill.
The fact of the matter Is, there are
so many democratic congressmen,
from states surrounding
Oklahona,
who will vote for the omnibus Joint
statehood bill, that it will prevent a
united front by the democracy of the
house against the bill. Especially
will this prove true of the representatives from Arkansas, Texas, Missouri
and probably Alabama. If this comes
to pass, and it looks now as thougn
it would, there will be at least 25 democratic members of the house who
will vote for the bill.
Not less than three dozen letters
went to members of congress today
trotn different citizens of Albuquerque, and more have signified their intentions of writing later.
The democrats of New Mexico, who
are more numerous than the combined
voters of both parties in Arizona, are
doing great work for the Joint statehood movement, writing letters to
their former senators and representatives, and doing all they can to
r
the movement.
A prominent Arizonian, who was a
visitor In Albuquerque today, in speaking of the Joint statehood agitation
in Arizona, 6aid:
"The antla in our territory are
hard up for single statehood
speakers when they employ a man
by the name of RoHe, said to have
once been the mayor of Milwaukee,
as a speaker against Joint statehood.
vVhy don't they get a citizen of Arizona to speak? Why don't some of
the antis accept Colonel Bird's challenge and meet 'aim on the platform?"
Every report being received at the
league headquarters only makes it
more evident that it is only a matter
of a short time until New Mexico
and Arleona are one state.
FiftyV-seveut-

Ros-wel-

SENATOR CLARK'S

NEW

YORK

Addition

$950 a a a a a a n

For

12, 1905.)

Eastbound.
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:65
a. in., departs 8:30 a. m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:59
p. iu., departs 12:09 a. m.
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Express, arrives 6:45 p-- m., departs
7:45 p. m.
No. 10, Chicago Fast Mall, arrives
6:50 a. m., departs 7:30 a. ra.
Westbound.
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:30
p. m., departs 8:15 p. m.
No. 3, California Limited, arrives
11:10 a. m., departs 11:20 a. m.
No. 7, Mexico & California Express,
arrives 10:45 p. m-- , departs 11:69.
No. 9, Fast Mall, arrives 11:35 p. m.
Southbound.
No. 9, Mexico Express, departs 12:16
p. m.

Local freight train, No. 99, southbound, departs at 5 a. m., and carries passengers.
Arrives From South.
No. 10, Mexico Express, arrives 6:69
a. m.
No. 10 makes all local stops cast of
Albuquerque.
No. 1 runs direct to Los Angeles.
No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and
San Francisco.
All trains dally.
T. E. PURDY. Agent.
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Here is a picture of the three million dollar palace which Senator Clark
of Montana, is building on Fifth avenue in New York. The exterior
is

about finished, but hundreds of thousinds of dollars are yet to be spent on
more gingerbread for the interior. This mansion, which will cost so much
money, is causing much comment In New York city.

GOVERNOR OTERO HAS LONG
BODY REMOVED FROM
AND UNEXPECTED WALK.
SPRINGER TO DENVER.

It is a hard thing for any man to
maintain his dignity when trudging
up hill and down dale behind a canautomobile, yet that is
tankerous
what Governor Miguel A. Otero had
to do yesterday when bis auto
a few heartless Jerks and stranded
him this side of Tesuque, about four
miles from town, says the New Mexican. With the governor at the time
was his son and a driver. Territorial
Secretary J. W. Raynolds, accompanied by Arthur Seligman, came in an
automobile and brought the bqy to
Santa Fe,' but Governor Otero manfully refused to desert the ship, and
trudged soldierly into the city a few
hours later behind the devil wagon,
which was drawn by a team of horses
borrowed for the occasion. The auto
was In running order again today.

Something like twenty-flvyears
ago while living In Cimarron, Colfax
county, Mr. and Mrs. Henry M. Porter, of 1510 Sherman avenue, buried
a baby boy, says the Springer Stockman. Last week Mr. Porter came
down and had the body taken up and
shipped to Denver where it was again
to rest In the family burying plot.
It waa found that the little casket
was in apparently as good order as
the day it was placed in the ground
a Quarter of a century before. The
little silver plated handles and plate
ou It were untarnished and as bright
as the day the casket was made. The
outside box was decayed somewhat.
Tne quality of the soil In the burying ground Is such as to cause long
preservation of bodies Interred there,
and there is no doubt some there that
have been buried twice as long are
almost in as perfect state of preserBeats the Music Cure.
"To keep the body In tune," writes vation.
Mrs. Ren
20 Lafayette Place,
Poughkwpsle,
N. Y., "I take Dr. CARLSBAD COMMERCIAL
CLUB ELECTS OFFICERS.
King's New Ufe Pills. Thoy are the
most reliable and pleasant laxative I
At the annual election of officers of
have found." Hest for the Stomach, the Carlsbad Commercial club, the
Liver and Bowels. Guaranteen by all following were chosen:
druggists. 25c.
President J. A. Cameron,
e

sy

I

George M. Cooke.
Secretary H. F. Christian.
Treasurer H. A. Houser.
Hoard of Dir tors Fullen, Mcln-atheand Hell fur a term of two years
ami George L. Newton. W. T. Reed.
C I). Kii kman and Dr. H. F. Parr for
r
term.
the
Financially, the clu! is in good condition, and h:is a membership of
eighty-four- ,
with new applications
reeeivi.1 at every meeting of the
board of directors.
Vice president

BOARD OF EQUALIZATION
HOLDS
MEETING.
SEMI-ANNUA-

The board of equalization of the v
l
met in regular
session at 10 o'clock yesterday forenoon in the office of the auditor in the
apitol building at Santa Fe. There
were present: James S. Dutuaii. Las
Vecas. president;
Vinceslao Jara-mlllKl Hito. secretary; J. F. Hiu-klItosweli and
P. Irvein.
t layton. members. Kobert
Man in l.ohman,
l as Cruce and J. A. Mahouev, Dem-lng- .
were absent, but wire at' the afternoon's sessin, having passed up
REPAIR SHOP.
the road on the delayed No. 2 pasand set up; furnl
repaired
Stoves
senger. Only routine business was
L. H. SHOEMAKER.
transacted at the session of the board ture set up and crated for shipment
yesterday.
I
Rear of Wilton's drug store.
semi-annua-

n

one-yea-

he-in- i;

.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

RAILROAD TIME TABLE

MANSION

(la effect November

J

re-

the Perea

In

Surety Investment Co., Owners.
Broadway Land & Investment Co.
D. K. B. SELLERS, Agent.

g

ACCIDENTAL SHOOTING
COMES FROM DEMING
Wfcile out shooting quail at the
ranch of his father, Shelby, the
son of Jame Phillips, acci
dentally snot nimseir with a No. 12
Winchester shotgun, loaded with No.
ii shot, says the
Deming GraDhic.
While walking over a sleek rock, the
youug man sllDDed and fell, striking
tlie bammor on the r ok aud break
ing it off. thereby discharging the
sun. The w'nole charge took effect
in his right forearm, tearing away
the thumb and many bones of the
wrist.
The day was cold and stormy and
The thirty mile ride to town, though
uiaue as easy as possible, together
im uie sreai jobs of blood, would
have been a severe trial ou the strongest man.
Though the hand was in a verv hail
shape, an effort was made to
k
part of it, but soon it was seen that
me lore or me cnarge had lestroyed
so much of the arm that further ef
fort to save any part of it would re
sult in death to the boy.
Doctors Swope and Steed then am
putated the arm Just above the el
bow. While the great strain ou his
system for a time seemed more than
he could bear, and his life seemed al
most despaired of, at last a rugged
constitution asserted Itself, and be is
now on the high road to recovery.
Though beginning the new year
with so great a loss, it may be some
consolation to the young man that
many of our greatest men have been
the
similarly afflicted. Shelby ha
reputation of being an exceptionally
good and bright hoy, and with these
two sterling qualities there Is nothing he may not yet accomplish in hie.
Some Wore Famous Sayings.
"No. r!r, I will not resign. The
port t.i absurd." John A. McCall.

a o a o o n ..

l,

fur-fiie-

get-lin-

Just as an advertisement and to hold our prestage until we have our arrangements completed
for doing business on a larger scale than ever, we will offer for ten days

Always Increases the Strength.
A reasonable amount of food thor
oughly digested and properly assimilated
will
always
Increase the
strength. If your stomach Is a "little
off Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will digest
what you eat and enable the digestive
organs to assimiliate and transform
g
all food Into
blood.
Kodol relieves Sour Stomach, Belching, Heart-Burand ail forms of
Palatable and strengthening.
Sold by all druggists.
tissue-buildin-

n

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 655.) ..
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N
M., Dec. 29, 1905.
Notice-- Is
hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
Sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3. 1891 (26 Stats., 8541. as amended
by the act of Febn.ru v 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), and thai said proof will
be made before U. S. Court Commissioner at Albuquerque, N. M., on the
8th day of February,
1906, Vis:
Romulo Aragon y Baca, agent of Teresa Baca y Garcia de Aratton, for the
Small Holding Claim No. cr.5. Sec. 25,
T. 7 N., R. 2 E.7 and Sec. 30, T. 7 N-R. 3 E.
He names the following witnessed
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Rafael Gurule, of Peralta, N. M.;
Antonio Jose Aragbn, of Valencia. H.
M.; Gregorio Aragon, of Valencia, N.
M.; Francisco Aragon y Baca, of
Valencia, N. M.
,
Any person who desires to protes'
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
against the laws and regulatl ons of
the Interior Department why such
Proof should not be allowed wl!l be
given an opportunity at the
time and p'ace to
the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant
MANUEL U. OTERO.
Register
.

above-mentione-

cross-examin-

e

(Small Holding Claim No. 1076.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N
M., Dec. 29, 1905.
Notice Is hereby given

that the

follo-

claimant has filed notice of hts intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
Sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by me act of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
le made before U. S. Court Commissioner at Albuquerque, N. M., on the
8th day of February, 1906, Vis:
Trinidad Jaramillo y Maxwell, for the
Small Holding Claim No. 1076, In
Sees. 9 and 10, T. 6 N R. 2 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous ad
verse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the sur
vey or the township, viz:
Leopoldo Jaramillo, of Tome. N. M.:
Pedro Gallegos, of Tome, N. M.; Jose
Aragon y Brnal, of Tome. N. M.;
Manuel Salazar y Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.
Any person' who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows or any substantial reason
against the laws and regulations of
the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the above- e
mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
wing-named

cross-examin-

o
NOTICE

FOR

G 3 A fJ D B
RIO SYSTEM
"Scale Line of the World"
Shortest and quickest

Une

frM

Santa Fe to Denver, PuebJe ami Colo
rado Spring, and all Colorado aolnta.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo writ
II lines east and west. Time a oolok
and rates as low as by other line.
PULLMAN
DINIMQ
8LEEPKR6,
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
CARS.
On all through

delays

train.

No tJrooomo

at any station.

For Illustrated advertising matter
or Information, address or apply s

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A., Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P.
Santa Fe, New Mex.

PUBLICATION.

(Small Holding Claim No. 1601.)
Department or the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M..
December 20, 1905.
Notice Is hereby gives that the fol'
lowing named claimant has filed no
tice of his Intention to make final
proof In support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17, of the act of March
8. 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amende
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before the United
States
court commissioner at Albuquerque,
N. M
on the 29th day of January.
1to. viz., Mellton 8. Otero, for the
S. H. C. Not 1601, In section 19, town
ship 7 north, range 3 east, and sec
tion :i, township 7 north, range 2
east.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz:
Jesus Salazar y Otero, of Peralta,
N. M.; Placldo Salazar y Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Jesus Sanches y
Alarld, of Valencia. N. M.; Deslderlo
Ciiirule, of Peralta, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
ai.iinst the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations of
the
interior department why such
proof should not be allowed, will be
given an opportunity at the above
e
mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
cross-examin-

Half the World Wonders

'v the other hair lives. Those

who
use liui'Men's Arnica Salve never
wuii.'.er if it will cure Cuts, Wounds,
Hurtle. Sores and all Skin Eruptions:
Mrs.- - Grant Shy.
they know it will.
Reynolds
streot,
Sprinefield.
K.
inn
I;

DENVER

says: "1 regard it one of the abof housekeeping."
solute
Guaranteed by all druggists. 25c.

Santa Fe Central Railway System
SUNSHINE

ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.

Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to all orta
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the S3 Paso St Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock Island
Pacific Railways. At Kenaedy and Bait
Ke, N. M., with the Atchison. Tdpeka a Santa "e railway. AtSaata,
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight
Send your frelgU Tla the Chicago, Rock Island a Pacific rail-

way, via Torrance, N. M.
Tour business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS.
. 8. B. GRIM SHAW
Pres. and Oen. Mgr.
Asst. to Prea. and Ooa. Mgr.
FRANK D I BERT, AssL Secy, and Treaa.
J- 1 GRJalSHAW,
P.LY0'
City rft. ana Pass. Agt.
Traveling Fit. and Put
GENERAL OFFICES
r pa. bjm.
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Financial Questionthe advance
Henry CIcwr, the New York hanker.
In

rroof of til weekly Financial Review, dated Jan. ti. Fays:
"The year 1506 opens under most favorable auspices.
General bualness conditions are aatlHfactory and ought
So far
to continue no, at least until the next harvest.
two
are
concerned
but
there
is
stock
market
M the
dangers, and these are rather serious one: an overextension of credit and the. fostering of undue speculaThe money Bqiireze is now over, and from now
tion.
until the middle of March money should remain In
comfortably easy condition; but the recent stringency
in the money market is proof of the need of an elastic
currency system, and of the rather unwelcome demonstration of the persistency of speculative demand upon
Unfortunately, the latter arc
our banking resources.
ery frequently under the domlnaUon of men whose interests He in the direction of still higher prices on which
to unload their fcurplus stock. In fact, this power of
speculative interests over the financial Institutions is
win of the worst dangers in the situation."
The Denver News of Saturday said: "The most obvious cause for distrust In New York was not referred to
It Is the relation or the federal and
by Hanker Schiff.
KtaUj banking departments .to the Immense trust companies of New York city, who have billions of money on
their books entered as deposits, while their reserves
December 15 were only about 1 per cent of admitted
deposits.
Had one of their princely borrowers slipped
up in cotton, wheat or copper, or repeated Morgan's faild
ure with ship securities In London, then a
panic would have occurred, for, even, with slow paying
tellers, 1 per cent reserve would make but a sorry
These
bowing against the crowds at the doors.
New York trust companies, organized by the capitalists
who control the national banks In that city, have a speAs the federal banking law din'S
cial field of operation.
not reach them they indulge in loans which the federal
laws prohibit, and because of that freedom they are able
to draw deposits from the banks."
The American Banker, of Dec. 3ti lltoii, stated: "The
volume of the currency Is now not only absolutely greater
than It ever was before, it Is also greater per capita.
More than this owing to the accelerated speed of railways and the increased use of telegraphs and telephones,
money moves more rapidly; the same dollar makes a
greater number of payments in a given time. Putting
all this together, and holding also in view the Increased
and increasing product of gold throughout the world, it
follows that we are destined to enjoy, jf indeed we are
not already enjoying, what the country invaded, or at
all events, was taw,-- ., to dread, some few years. ago a
currency Inflation."
After calling attention to the fact that the New York
Stock Exchange in the year l'Jtia used "in our opinion
more than one half of the total actual currency" the
American Banker adds:
"What the United States government has been trying
to do, what it is still trying to do, is to control or regulate the .volume of money, without exercising some
upon Wall street.
It Is needless to say that tne
It Is, In fact, not the
effort has been a total failure.
secretary of the treasury, with all his tremendous powers and opportunities, who controls Wall street; but It
is Wall street who controls the secretary and the president and congress and, in Bhort, the entire government.
This humiliating and dangerous fact Is the consequence
ot a single economical error; one that Secretary Shaw
himself shares.
The error is that the volume ot the
currency should conform to the demands of 'buainess';.
forgetting that the main 'business' of the country judging from its own figures, is speculating ou the New York
Stock Exchange.
It is not tne volume of the currency
that should conform to the demands of speculation, of
hopes, of ambitions, desires, thoughts, dreams, gambling,
if you will; but It is that these vagaries of the human
mind should conform, so far as the currency can inllu'we
them, to a fixed or regulated measure of value.
It Ib
not the measure that should conform to speculation;
but speculation to the measure.
It is not that Wall
xtreet should rule the government; but that the government should rule Wall street."'
To the mind of this writer It seems evident that
when money is plentiful the price of other things is high,
when money is scarce the price of other things is low.
To Increase the currency means to increase the price ot
commodities, to decrease the currency dec r whom the
price of commodities, for the value of money, like every
other product of human skill, Increases with its scarcity
In all speculation
and decreases with Its abundance.
there are two parties the bulls and the bears. The
bulls want an Increased quantum of currency so that
prices of stocks, bonds and commodities will cont inue to
rise; the bears want a decreased quantum of money, in
order that prices may fall. Hence, !oth bulls and beats
In other words, all speculators want an "elastic currency" whioh can be expanded or contracted to order.
Hut while the one class wants' expansion, the other class
wants contraction.
This was made evident when Secretary Shaw was advised by a certain class of financial
interests to luerense government deposits in New York
city, and a certain other class, equally prominent, powerful and interested, advised him against so doing.
In any event an elastic currency one which could
be pulled out or pushed in at the will of the manipulators
'
would but add an additional element of uncertainty to
speculation and Increase the practice of and the mania
for stock, gambling and gambling In futures.
Hence,
the words of the American Banker should be burned
into the memory of all, and never be departed from by
our lawmakers "It is not the volume of the currency
which should conform to the demands of speculation,
Imt It is that these vagaries of the human mind should
conform, so far as the currency can influence them, to
a fixed or regulated measure of value.
It is not the
measure (the currency) that should conform 1o speculation, but speculation to the measure."
fiilr-slze-
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Tlie Morning Journal entirely mlscoueuivi s the
scope of the decision in the Albright ease.
The decision of the supreme conn of the United States was to the
effect that It could not eutertaln jurisdiction under Hie
Act of congress authorizing appeals to the' supreme
court, upon the ground that the matter in dispute must
ho measurable by some sum or value In money, and that
iu proceedings in quo warranto that although under the
Knfctlah sAitute of it Anne, while a fine on a Judgment of
ouster might be imposed upon the usurper of the olticc,
nevertheless this was in the eyes of the law a punishment for the offense committed and not the particular
object of the suit, anil that the court would not entertain Jurisdiction, whatever might bo the effect of its
decision upon the claim of emoluments for the office.
The court so expressly states in its opinion. That 'question remains to be litigated.
With this explanation The
Citizen publishes the opinion of the supreme court of
the United Stales in full, In another column.
New Mexican:

Again

the;

citizens of New Mexico

are ready and willing to vote upon any constitution which
may be submitted to them for their approval ur rejection,

Premiums on old coins have arvanced from seventy-fiv- e
to one hundred per cent during the last few years,
Mid an old coin dealer to a reporter for a local newspaper. Any number of coins that could have been picked up for a Fmall sum a short time ago now bring sums
up to "5 and $100.
This is duo to the tremendous revival of Interest that has taken place in coin collecting.
There are now In this couiAry more than 4.uo coin col
lectors who systematically buy old Coins and are always
in search of new specimens.
They make trips to Europe
and other countries in quest of desired raretUs.
Some
of them make trips of this Character every year, for no
other purpose than to ransack the shops of deulers In
odds and ends on the other side of the ocean in the hope
of finding a treasure, which, as a matter of fact, they
very often di
Of course, there are thousands of persons who casually gather old coins Indiscriminately, but
I don't take such collectors Into account.
So great alnowadays
together Is the demand for old coins
that the
Most American colsupply does not begin to meet It.
Not
lectors go in for coins of United States issue.
much interest is taken here in foreign and In the ancient Greek and Roman coins, althogh they are the
A good many collectors make a specialty ol
gathering Colonial coins and the private gold issues ol
North Carolina, Califorla and Georgia, but the largo
hu
old copper cent, leads them all in point of interest,
other collectors go in for die varieties and mint marks.
That small letter on a coin which shows the place of Its
mintage makes all the difference in the world to a collector and also In the price.
"C. C." Adds to Value.
piece of S 7 5 of the
For instance, a twenty-cen- t
cents, and
Philadelphia mint, Is worth Just, twenty-fiv- e
yet a coin of the same denomination of 1877 or ISiS,
hearing the two tiny letters, C. C, for Carson City, w
The dime of 18H4 is another
bilng between $10 and $15.
example. The one made in San Francisco, with the letter S.( is worth anywhere from $5 to $H, whereas those
made In other mints are worth just Iheir face valu oi
of the for
a trifle over.
There were only twenty-fou- r
Would you believe a dol
mer ten cent pieces minted.
It Is, Just the same, and
lar of 1904 was worth $J.fo?
that sum was paid at a recent auction sale. Yet such
Is the Inconsistency of coin collecting that a dollar of
179S, iu good condition, can be bought for $2.r.o.
The
reason for this Is that all 11)04 dollars were struck In
proof sets, and were quite limited. Proof coins are made
by burnishing the sheet of metal before the coins are
The
stamped, and they come forth with a high polish.
low figure of the 171)8 dollar Is due to the enormous
Many of the
number preserved in good eonu.non.
coins minted since 1850 bring premiums that greatly exceed those foricolns Issued during the latter part of the
eighteenth century and the beginning of the niteteenth
century.
A gold dollar of 1S75 In proof condition will
liring'$75.
The three dollar gold piece of 1873 is worth
$50.
All three dollar gold pieces. In fact, with the exception of those minted at the Philadelphia mint in 185:;
The
and 1S74, are worth premiums ranging up to $75.
Tour dollar gold piece of 187'J and 1880 Is rated at $50.
The flying eagle cent of 1850 brings $15 and is hard tc
get at this price.
d
All the silver three cent pieces
premiums that range as high as $tf.
The nickel
three cent piece of 1877 Is worth $i and the five cent
And, what
piece of the same year is valued at $3.50.
will seem strangest of all to the general public, the common bronze cent of 1877, iu proof condition, is quoted at
$2.50, and even those which have been in circulation
fetch an advanced prlco.
Die Cuts a Figure.
Die varieties mean more than one would suppose. Of
the 1794 cents alone there are fifty-fiv- e
die varieties,
each one of which Is held at a high premium, 'and ot
all the big copper cents there are 817 die varieties knowr.
at the present time, with outher countries to hear from.
And this just refers to coins of one denomination.
It
can eaBily be imagined the work ahead of the collector
who goes In for the collection of die varieties of coins
of all denominations.
The majority of the collectors
of gold coins onflne themselves to denominations under
$5. This by no means limits their field greatly, us there
are hundreds of varieties of t lie prlvnto gold Issue of the
western states, North Carolina and Georgia, not to mention the varieties of regular United States Issue.
Just
lake the Brasher doubloon. This was a gold piece Issued
In New York city In 1 S:7.
On the reverse it bears the
motto, Ununi E Plurlbus, and an eagle with spread wings,
upon Its breast a shield, with a bundle of arrows in the
right, talon and an olive branch in the left, while tne
head is surmounted by thirteen stars.
This coin was
struck from dies which had been made for a cent, which
the maker had submitted to the authorities for approval,
but It was rejected.
The coin is now worth more than
$500, und Is seldom offered for sale.
Of the California
gold issues alone there are several hundred varieties, and
some of them command enormous premiums.
There
are only three collectors In this country who make a
specialty of accumulating gold pieces of the value of .
and upward.
There are not only the eagle, and double
eagle or United States issue, but the many $10, $20 and
$50 gold pieces of private firms in the west, and the $16
and $10.07 gold slugs.
This branch of numismatics is
only for millionaires.
All the fifty dollar gold pieces,
of which there were seven varieties, are octagonal in
shape except one, and now fetch from $150 to $500; that
Is, when they are offered for sale, which is not very
often.
But there Is one gold piece or United States issue which is beyond the reach of all collectors, no matter
how wealthy.
This coin is above price.
It is the first
twenty dollar gold piece minted by this government, in
1819.
The piece was submitted for approval, but liefore
action was taken the new year came, so that the dies
had to be destroyed and new ones made for 1850. This
coin, the only one of its kind, now rests iu the coin cabinet at the Philadelphia mint.
Condition Real Factor.
After all. the real factor in the value of a coin of rare
date, is its condition.
On this depends whether it is
worth $Ti or $30u.
A 17!l'J copper cent
worn almost
smooth from constant circulation and with the date barely
discernible, will bring from $5 to $15, while one in better
condition will advance In value by leaps and bounds.
Two hundred dollars has been paid for one of these
homely cents iu very line roudltlon.
One of my customers lia had a standing offer with me for the last
tlv years of $225 for one of these 17'J9 cents In uncirculated condition.
Such a coin must exist, I am certain, maybe hidden away in I lie bottom of an old bureau
drawer or reposing in ti,0 depths of an old stocking, the
owner unaware of the small fortune It will bring.
The
grent premium at which the 7!i cent Is held is one or
t lie mysteries
of coin collecting.
Usually a large premium is demanded for coins that are extremely scarce,
or. by reason of their limited issue, are almost unattainBut there is no such reason why the 1799 cent
able.
should be rare.
The mint records for that year show
that exactly Hot. 585 were coined.
Notwithstanding this
enormous number, the coins are now very scarce, but
where they have gone no one knows.
rage-abroa-
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Cheerful Colored Parson,
The visitor in the south was offering his sympathies
to 'he old colored parson.
"it's a shame, uncle." said
the visitor, "that the congregation should drop buttons
In the plate when you were collecting your salary."
"Dat doan mattah, sab," replied the old man, with a
luminous smile. "Ah kin use deni on dat old palh ob
trousers tie kernel gib me."
"Well, they dropped uuib m ,no plate, also."
"Just what Ah need, sah.
Yo' see Ah'in gwlne to
build a
en Ah'll need (e nails to drive In de

based upon any enabling act to be passed ,y Hi,. Fifty
if the enabling act provides for joint
ninth congress.
statehood, a great deal will depend upon the provisions
of the act and upon those of the constitution submitted
Whatever the outcome will le, the queMion
to them.
apwiH then he settled definitely.
If Hi,, people
shingle."
prove Joint statehood, well and good; if tin y decide that
"Hut the lead nickels. ' What are you going to do
ibey want separate statehood and will make a fight In ttltli thm, throw them away?''
eon Kress until such Is attained, well anil good agaiu.
"No, sah; Ahtn gwine to make sinkers fob man flsh-iu- "
(live the people a square deal and a fair chance.
lines.
Glory, halleliiyah : " Chicago News.
--
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Sale of Children's
Suits and Overcoats
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ALBRIGHT CASE AS

New York Herald.

W. T. McCREIGHT

W. S. 8TRICKLER

CITIZEN.

EVENING

Text of Supreme Court Decision in the Bernalillo
Assessor Appeal.
PROPERLY ATTESTED

BY

CLERK

In the supreme court of

the

United.

All $3 and $3.50 Suits, Fpeclal.
All $4 and $1.50 two piece Suit, Special
All $5.50, $6 and $0.50 three piece Suits, Special

States, October term, PJ05.
Oeorge F, Albright, anpellant,
vs.

All

No. 229.
of New Mexico ex rel

Boys' Overcoats,
Boys' Overcoats,
Boys' Overcoats,
Boys' Overcoats,
Boys' Overcoats,

The Territory
Jesus M. Sandoval.
Appeal from the supreme court of the
Territory ot New .Mexico.
January-

-

2,

1906.

Chief Justice fuller delivered the
opinion of the court:
This was a proceeding In quo warranto brought in the district court of
Bernalillo county. New Mexico, July
20, llMt.l, by tne territory, on the relation or Jesus M. Sandoval against
George K. Albright, It being alleged
thai Sandoval was duly elected to the
office of assessor of Bernalillo county
for the term of two years, from the
first of January. 1903; that he duly
qualified and entered on the discharge
of the duties or the office; and that
or
he had never resigned, vacated
abandoned the office, and ever smt-his election
and qualification had
continued to discharge the duties
thereof. It was further alleged that
:n March 23. 1W3. respondent, Albright, without, authority or law un
lawfully usurped the office and took
possession or the assessor s room iu
the court house and or the books, papers and other Insignia or office, claiming office by virtue or a pretended ap- IKiintrnent by the board or county
commissioners or Bernalillo county.
made under the authority or an act or
the legislative assembly or the terri
An
tory or New Mexico, entitled:
act to create the county or Sandoval,"
approved March 10, 1903, as amend
An act to
ed by nn act entitled:
imend section 3 of an act entitled,
'An act to create the county of Sandoval,'" approved March 12. 1903.
Judgement was rendered by the district court In favor of Albright, August 3, 1903, and carried to the supreme court of the territory, which
reversed the judgment and remanded
the cause with directions to the court
below to reinstate it and proceed In
accordance with the views expressed
in its opinion. 78 Pac. Rep. 204. The
mandate was filed below October 19,
19n4, and on the 19th of November
the district court entered judgment
"that, the respendent, George F. Albright, has unlawfully usurped and
does unlawfully usurp the office of assessor of the county of Bernalillo and
territory of New Mexico, from the relator, Jesus Maria Sandoval, the lawful incumbent of said office; that the
said respondent. Oeorge F. Albright,
do henceforth cease and desist from
In any manner intermeddling
with,
or attempting to perform the duties.
or exercise the functions or the office
of assessor of the county of Bernalillo aforesaid, and that he forthwith
deliver-uto the relator the records,
books, papers and furniture and all
other things appertaining to the office
or assessor or the county or Bernalillo and territory of New Mexico as
the lawful custodian thereof," and for
costs.
The case was again carried to the
supreme court and hoard upon a motion to dismiss, and on the merits, and
February 24, 1904, the court denied
the motion to dismiss, modified the
judgment of the district court
out the words, "and that he
forthwith deliver up to the relator
the records, books, papers, furniture
and all other things appertaining to
the officn of assessor of the county
of Bernalillo and terrl'ory of
as tho lawful custodian thereof," and affirmed the judgment as so
79 Pac. Rep. 719.
modified.
On the
same day an appeal was allowed to
this court, a supersedeas lond given,
which was approved March 9, 1905,
and the record was filed here April
17.
The case comes before us on a
motion to dismiss.
The ground assigned Tor the motion Is the expiration or the term of
the office of assessor of the county of
Bernalillo, and the consequent lack of
power to grant appellant any effectual
relier. But the same motion has already been considered and denied by
the supreme court or the territory.
and its renewal here amounts to no
more than an assignment or errors to
the action or that court in this regard, to be passed on and disposed ot
as such, if otherwise we have Jurisdiction of the case. If we have not,
the appeal must be dismissed even
though for reasons not put forward In
support of the motion. The opinion
of thy supreme court fully discussed
the authorities on the subject of a
right to have a review of the judg
ment on appeal after the expiration
of the term of office involved In the
proceeding in quo warranto. The
court refused to dismiss tho writ, holding that the statute, 9 Anne, C. 20, 5.
providing that in addition to judgment
or ouster, fine and costs may be Im
posed, was a part or tho common law
i;f the territory, and also that
the
judgment might affect the rights of
the parties in another litigation In relation to the emoluments of the of

three piece Chlldrens' Suits,

to 6 years, ranging from
all $4 ones at the Special price of
all $8 ones at the Special price of
all $6.50 ones at the Special price of
all $8 ones at the Special price of
all $10 ones at tin- - Special price of

$3 50 to$0.

3

M,

$45

Special price

$3.q
$2.te
$4.0
$4.54

$5.50
$6.00

MANDELL

FINE CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS
New England Mortgage Security company vs. Gay,. 145 U. S. 123; Wash-

ington & Georgetown Railroad
pany, vs. District of Columbia,

com140

U. S. 227.
Apx al dismissed.
True copy. Test:

CLERK SUPREME COURT

ASSOCIATED

MARITIb

U. S.

MELTING

In conjunction with the finance committee the board of directors of the
Associated Charities held their first
meeting yesterday afternoon at thej
residence of Mrs. G. 1.. Brooks, at'
which time It was decided to organize1
a soliciting committee for the pur- pose of raising funds with which to,
curry on the work of the organization. Mcsdames Medler, trooks and
Maepherson were appointed a committee to secure suitable quarters for a
"shelter" for worthy poor, and children whose parents are employed during the day. When such a place is established It will be turned over to the
Salvation Army. The finance committee 'Will meet again Thursday at the
residence of Louis Ufeld. The second
Tuesday In each month was selected
as the regular meeting day for the Associated Charities organization.

OOCOOCOOOOCOGCOCOCCOOOCX
DON'T TRUST TO LUCK
in the hope that you'll pick up a good
cigar here or there.- - Get hold or a
cigar you know to lie good one that
everybody who is a Judge knows to ne

a tiptopper:
Smoke the White Lily
and other brands will concern you no
longer. That's a cigar to stick to and
the price won't "stick" you. Despite
it's excellence, the White Lily sells
for only 5 cents the one, $2.0 the box
of fifty.

J. RICHARDS

A.

WEST

AVENUE
RAILROAD
OOOCOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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ball
Several interesting
basket
games have been arranged as follows : Friday, January 12, Minors vs.
tho University of New Mexico. Friday, January 19, Minors vs. UniverFriday, Janusity of New Mexico.
ary 26, University or New Mexico vs.
Agricultural college or Mesilla Park.
Saturday, January 27, Minors vs. Agricultural college. Friday, February 2.
game ror championship between the
two teams making the highest record
In previous games.

Henry Connelly, a

book-keepe-

row for Denver, where

--
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LOW PRICES
EASY PAYMENTS

FURNITURE,

NighT Only

CROCKERY,

,

STOVES

AND RANGES

Borradaile & Co.
Monday, Jan. 15th

West

BIO JUBILEES

instrelsi
Bright

Lights of the
World.

Minstrel

BEST
COMEDIANS.
SINGERS.
DANCERS AND MUSICIANS.

I'KICES: T.'c. 1 and $1.50.
on sale at Matson's Saturday,

Scats
Janu-

ary 11.
Grand parade at !l:4." a. m.
JEMEZ HOT

Bad Weather

Suggests
HAVE YOU A TELEPHONE IN YOUR HOME? Enable
you to order groceries; call the physl
clan; perform social duties, etc. Rate
from five cents per day np. Lot ui
tell you about It.

Ye' Bright and Merrv.

50

SPRINGS

O. F. C.
WHISKEY

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

j

The Colorado Telephone Co.
18 N. T. Armljo Building.

Room

oooo OOOOa0Os

?

MELIN I & EAKIN,

Wholesale llquo: anil Ci'ar Dealers
Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. P. C. Wnlskles Moet A
Chandon White Seal Champagne. St. Louis A. B. C. Bobemiaa and
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributor
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue
aad
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom. Ill South First
Street. Albuquerque, New Mexico.

STAGE LINE

Carries ne L'ntted States nlall;
only line with a change of stock en
fice.
route; gooii rigs, horses and drivers;
The appeal to this court was taM n rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
under the statute of March 3. ISN5. Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For
23 Stat. 443. C. 355; Shute vs. Kev- - particulars, address W. L. Trimble &
ser. 149 1'. S. Ht9. Both sections of Co., agi'iits, Albuquerque, N. M., cr J.
that act apply to cases where there B. BLOCK, Proprietor. Perea. N. M.
Is a matter In dispute ineiuurahle by
some sum or value in money,
although the amount Is not restrict-.under the sec. nd section. Washington
THE CELEBRATED
& Georgetown Railroad company, vs.
District or Columbia. 140 lT. S. 227;
Farnsworth vs. Montana, 129 1' s. lot.
In proceedings In quo warranto, such
as- those In this case,
the alleged
usurpation Is the matter in dispute
and the liability to a fine on Judgment
of ouster does not make that matter
measurable by some sum or value in
money. As in criminal cases, the fine
Bottled In Bond.
Is "in the eye of the law, a punishment for the offense committed, and
not the particular object of the suit."
,
I'nlted Slates vs. More, 3
15;,
174.
Moreover, appellant could hardly be allowed to invoke our jurisdicDIltl!lr.
tion on the ground that If his appeal
FRANKFORT. KT
were Mihialned he might be fined on
a new Judgment.
The term or office had expired beME LIN I & EAKIN
fore the rendition of Judgment lv the
territorial supreme court, and as to
Sola Acenia.
the effect or the judgment of ouster
In a suit to recover emoluments for
Albuquerque, N. M.
the pact, that U collateral, even
Automatic Phons, 199.
though the judgment might lie conclusive iu such subsequent action.1
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B. RICKABY'S

H.

(ll

tomorwill be

Elks'Opera House

Win.

West Copper Avenue
Wholesale Agent

3s

Mir

he
united In marriage to Miss Genevieve
Snodgrass, formerly a resident of Albuquerque.
The couple will return to
this city to make their future home.

SANDFORO

M. BERGER

114

at

r

the Bank of Commerce, leaves

2

FOR CHRISTMAS COOKING.
The finest flour Is an absolute
essential, especially for cakts
and pastry.
The "Empress'"
brand Is a flour that never yet
has been surpassed in any par
ticular. Its flavor Is fine and
delicate, It baa fine body, and
full of those nutritious
so desirable in a family

BASKET BALL GAMES

,

-

.$1.50
v

HOLIDAY BARGAINS
--

IN

Toi'et Sets, Manicure Goods, Sh.iving
Sets, Perfumes, Etc.

se

Lowney's

-

Gunther's

-

t

Whitman's

CANDIES AL WA YS
J. H.0'RIELLY

CO, Druggists

-

-

oooococxxxxoo

0.

W.

cerrmou

Strong's Sons

STRONG

UNDERTAKERS
lUil

X

$6.00 Per
COKE

-

MILL

Ton

WOOD

KINDLING

W.H.Hahn&Co

MONUMENTS.
201 211 N. Second St..
Both

Block

COM L

BLOCK

Superintendents
Fairvlei
San'a Barbara Cemeterle

Ammrlemn

Phonef

GOTH 'PHONES

ooocoocxxxxxxxxxxoocooooO
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SOMETHING DOING QUICK

PRKflNFRV MORRIS AM) CRAY
ARE

EVENING CITIZEN;

WITH GRACIOUS ..THANKS. TO OTJ It

ASSOCIATION

MANY. PATRONS FOR THEIR LIBERAL

0

Startling information Comes to Light in Case
Accused Confidence Men-Mo-

of

PATRONAGE,

WE WISH THEM ALL A

ney

PROSPEROUS AND HAPPY

From Kentucky.
John I). Morris ami S. - Oray,
the two accused confidence men of
Louisville, Ky., w'll carry their unInto court
precedented nmoothncss
with them and matte conviction a difThey have enIndued.
ficult thin
gaged as their attorney T. N. Wilkerson, and It la sale to assume that this
attorney will leave no stone unturned
In freeing his clients from the brand
of crime which has been placed upon
I-

which, accompanying check Is drawn
the order of the National Lomnicr
clal Travelers' association."
The prosecuting attorney, O. N.
Marron, contends that here thre Is a
fraud shown, because tho defendants
admit appropriating this money, as
subscribed to their own use, the
National Commercial Travelers association, so mentioned, getting no mon
ey, and it being a grave question
whether there was such an organize
tion.
Defendants' the Association.
Here Is where Attorney Wilkerson
will spring a sensation for he will
claim, and prove, that there Is a Na
tional Commercial Travelers' assocl
atlon, and that John D. Morris and S.
u (Iray are such association. They
therefore had every right In the world
to use tnis money so collected, he wi
Aclaim, as It belonged to tiiem.
ttorney Wilkerson will contend that
Messrs. Morris and Gray had just as
much right to organize themselves
into a travelers' association as any
other parties have the right to form
a company.
In Police Court Today.
The two defendants appeared in
police court this morning at 10 o'clock
but.
nothing was done. Attorney
Wilkerson inquired what the bail
would be in case he desired to waive
examination. Judge Crawford replied
somewhere In the neigliliorhood of
$1,000 each.
Attorney Wilkerson
thought $1,000 was pretty high, but
Attorney Marron jumped to his feet
and reminded Mr. Wilkerson that both
men wer charged with a felony and
he wanted to bail fixed high enough
to warrant their attendance at district court. The court adjourned the
matter until 4 o'clock this afternoon
at which time the men will in a;
probability waive examination and
furnish ball for their appearance before the grand Jury which sits In
March.
'
Got $200 from Kentucky.
The mother of Morris, in Louisville.
Ky., has sent through a minister of
that, city the sum oT $200 to aid him
In his trouble.
Rev. A. G. Harrison,
rector of St. John's Episcopal church,
of this city, received a telegram today from the Louisville divine stalling
that the money was on tne way here.
Morris was greatly pleased when informed of Jis good fortune. Both men
were handcuffed together last evening
and allowed to spend the night at the
Today
Sturges hotel under guard.
two officers are accompanying
the
men about the city.
The case was adjourned again this
afternoon until 10 o'clock tomorruw.

;

Petition it Legitimate.
There Is nothing the defense claims,
in the petition circulated, not legitiThose who
mate in every respect.
hava carefully read this document, a
copy of which appeared exclusively
lu The Evening Citizen yesterday, will
agree with the defendants In this
Substantially,
tho petition
claim.
states that the undersigned merchants, Jobbers, and manufacturers,
etc., petition the Southeastern Passenger association of Atlanta, Oa.; to
issue and place on sab? a 2.000 mile,
interchangeable mileage book In their
territory to be sold at the uniform
rate of 2 cents per mile, entitling the
purchaser to 250 pounds of baggitge.
the said book to be for the use of the
commercial traveler.
It will renilre a keen person. Indeed, with a pair of powerful glasses
on, to find anything crooked with the
petition, Attorney Wilkerson will
you. It is an end which manfcave sought tn vain for
ufacturer
years, and which if brought about,
The
would be generally appreciated.
Passenger association
Southeastern
is a syndicate of southern railroad
companies which have placed the ban
on the Interchangeable mileage book.
Ff they could be brought Into line the
plan to muke the interchangeable
book good on all railroads in the
United States would be easy as most
other railroad companies honor the
feame throughout the east. There is
no evidence to show that Morris and
Gray were not sincere In their
rations in this respect, for although it
is believed the task of Inducing the
Southeastern association to adopt the
interchangeable Isiok Is an utter Impossibility, it does not necessarily
brand a nian as a criminal for floating a petition In trying to bring about
this result.
About the Subscription Blank.
The subscription blank which states
that the money so subscribed was to
go toward helping to defray the expenses incidental to circulating the
petition, for Interchangeable mileage
In the Southeastern association, carries with It no Incriminating evidence
until the clause is reached where the
for
blank states:
"In payment
m

it

greatly loved by all who knew him.
8:45
At
the funeral procession
moved to the church of Immaculate
Conception, where at 10 o'clock the
last sad rites were said. The obse
quies were unusually sad, owing to
WOOL
STOCK - MONEY
METiL
the circumstances surrounding the fa
tality. Words cannot describe the
grief of the parents of the unfortunate
New York Money Market.
boy.
Likewise are the relatives of
New York, Jan. 9. Money on call, Bert Yeager, the juvenile chum of
firm at 5 8 ner cent. Prime mercan the deceased child, engulfed in sorrow
tile paper, 3 ffi 3 Vfe per cent. Bar sil-- 1 for It will be remembered tliut the gun
ver, oric.
was In the Tiands of young Yeager
when it was accidentally discharged
Chicago Live Stock.
by "Dudie," an affectionate bull pup
Chicago. .Ian. 9. Cattle Receipts
belonging to the Yeager family.
7.000; market steady; beeves, $3.65
The services were in charge of
6.25cows and heifers, $1.754.B0;
Blockers, and
feeders,
$2.50(56.25; Father Mandalarl and the pall bearers
as Jollows: Charles Gioml, A, Eatchi,
Texans, $3.504.25.
B. Bernardeinelll.
mopL-u-l
Juatln Serra, Da- Q111.1
11111111- U.'futitts
Selva A pro
Grande
John
and
j
$4ffJ6.1o';
J11"11
strong; sheep,
lambs, 4.90
of beautiful flowers were laid
(5 8.
upon the casket, mute tokens of love
j for
the boy who met so tragic a death,
Provisions.
Chicago, Jan. 9. Following were to- j The remains were removed to the
Santa Barbara City of the Dead and
day's closing prices:
laid to rest in the family lot there.
Wheat May, 67c; July, 84c.
Corn May. 44T4: July. 45Ue.
SUGAR MAKERS AND
Oats May, 324c; July, 30c.
DAIRYMEN MEET.
Pork May, $13.3ti; May. $13.92'.?.
Burlington, Vt., Jan. 9. The VerLard May, $7.65; Jan. $7.22.
Ribs Jan., $7.67V4; July, $7.50H- mont Maple Sngarmakers' association
is holding ItR thirteenth annual meeting here today. The meeting
was
Kansas City Live Stock.
opened last night with ar iuformal
ftansaa City. Mo., Jan. 9. Cattle
Receipts, 17,000, including 600 south- conference and reception and today
erns; market steady; native steers, two buslnesss meetings were held for
$4(ft6;
steers,
$2.506; the consideration of routine matters,
southern
southern cows, $21( 4; cows and heif- tho receiving of reports and to hear
ers, $2 4.75; stockers and feeders, a number of Interesting papers on
various phases of the important in$3(4.50; bulls, $2S4 80; calves. $a
7; western steers, $3.50 ft 4.50; west- dustry.
The annual meeting of the Vermont
ern cows, $2.25 (g 3.20.
Sheep Receipts, 7.000; market was Dairymen's association also opened
steady, muttons, $4. Suift 0.25; lambs, here today. There' is a large attenddairy
$017.75; range wethers. $..75!r6.60; ance and a highly Interesting
exhibition, with valuable prizes to be
ted ewes. $4.50(fl5.(iO.
competed for. The ladies' auxiliary
will hold a public meeting this evenQUESTION ON WHICH
ing, at which Governor Bell will dethe principal address. Mrs.
CATTLEMEN UNITE liver
Howe will speak on "Home Making."
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The Jeweler

SOUTH SECOND STREET.
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ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.

BABY FOOD

ALL KINDS

2

ALL SIZE PACKAGES

PROPS. ALVAKAUO
Gold At.

PHARMACY

First St. and

Botfc Pbo

Frozen Water Pipes?
We Thaw Them By Electticity in Five Mingtes.

NO FIRE

JATTfRftfo

ll. A

1

NO DIGGING

THE ONLY WAY
Give Us A Trial.
Southwestern Electric and Construction Co.

McCLtlRE'S HELPER

BRUTALLY POUNDED

IS UNDER ARREST
A.

Padilla,

HARRY HOWARD

OVER THE HEAD

Telephone:
Automatic,

I

STABBED IN BACK

WHERE TO

HELD

IN

OLD

TOWN

A. Padilla, the 15 year old Mexican
youth who It ia alleged was impli
cated with Emlllo McClure in the
brutal murder of Cariuel Baca and
Nicolas Sanches, the two prominent
ranchmen of McKinley county. Is
having a hearing this afternoon be
fore Justice of the Peace Chaves of
Old Albuquerque.
The youth is
charged with murder in. the second
degree and it will rest with Justice
Chaves as to whether the young man
will be bound over to await the action
of the grand jury with this charge
still against him.
Salvador Baca, a relative of una of
the murdered men, signed the complaint upon which Padilla was taken
Into custody on the murder charge.
The hearing Is being held in the court
house and a large number of witnesses are being examined.
McClure claims the boy helped him
in the dastardly Job, the youth's part,
as far as known, being iu going
through the effects of the murdered
men after McClure brained them with
an axe as they slept in their blankets at Ia Posta crossing on tho Rio
Puerco, while en route to this city
with the spring cljp of wool.
McClure pleaded guilty and was
years
sentenced to serve nlnety-ninIn prison by Judge Abbott some time
ago.
In a confession McClure made to a
reporter of the Evening Citizen it
will be remembered that he stated In

addition to the fact that Padilla t
the clothes and $100 belonging to the
murdered men, that the boy helped
him throw the bodies in the well
where they were subsequently found.
Later Evidence In the case of A.
Padilla being insufficient to warrant
conviction, he was this afternoon ad
judged not guilty and discharged.
BASKET

BALL

SERIES

FOR

TERRITORIAL CHAMPIONSHIP
The lull in sports on the gridiron in
Albuquerque tho present season has
brought the game of basket ball,
which for awhile has been hiding Its
light under a bushel, as it were, to
the I rout once more, and as a
result, some fasi games are U'ing ar
ranged between the six teams in this
city and teams elsewhere iu tho territory.
This city has been cftosen as the
central city wherein will be played
the series of championship games, between the teams composing the bas
ket ball league, and the first gamu of
the Berles will be played January 12,
between the team from the University
of New Mexico and the original "Minors," who so easily won tho championship three years ago, but who,
since that time have been disbanded
The
until the recent reorganization.
university learn at present holds the
championship of tin; territory.

HIS

CONDITION

IS

REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENTS.
Service a la carte, Day and Night. Private dining rooms
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME
SEASON.
Under Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.

ALLEGED ASSAILANT IS ARRESTED

CRITICAL

WELL

DUSTE

Santa Fe Restaurant

Years Old, is J., B. Nipjj Claims Antonio Culmination of a Quarrel in
Charged With MurderSamora and Tom Chavez
Graham Brothers' Saloon
ing Ranchers.
With H. Bohag.
Assaulted Him.

HtARING

216 South Second St
ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEX.

455.

,
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CHORUS OF
LEEDS. ENG., IN PARIS.
Leeds, Jan. 9. The famous Leeds
chorus, of 2.10 vocalists, and consld- ere.l one of tho finest bodies of
ers In the world, started today for
Paris, to sing at the London orchestra concerts to be given in that city
during the present season. The com
mittee in charge of the enterprise will
pay railway and turbine steamer expanses from Let dx to Paris ami return, and all howl expenses in Purls
for all tne sinners and tho reserves.
The latter are necessary, owing to the
of
strict rules and hb;h standards
the ehoins. Any
who misses SCHOOL STARTED IN
a rehearsal, becomes disqualified, and
THE NEW DISTRICT
the acaucv Is at once filled from the
list or eligible reserves, who invarISABELLE ARMIJO
THE
iably attend the rehearsals In the hope MISS
AN ENROLLMENT
TEACHER
ul In lug incliiibil
regular
the
THIRTY-TWOF
PUPILS
chorus.
OTHER ITEMS.
VANDERBILT WON T
County Superintendent Stroup anACCEPT ANOTHER TERM. nounces that school has commenced
New Yolk, .Ian. it. The annual meet- in the new district a: Iah Urlegos,
ing of the Sejwauhaka
Corinthian the district hainu been divided into
Yacht
lub, which will be held
this two parts a few days ago owing to
afternoon at the residence of Rear the crowded condition of the one.
Commodore Frank S. Hastings", will
Miss Isabelle Armijo has been apbe of sin rial Interest, ow ing to the pointed teacher and she lias entered
FUNERAL OF CLYDE DRAGOIE
laet that Commodore William K. Van- upon her new duties. Already thirty-tw- o
WAS HELD THIS MORNING derbili, .lr. the present commodore
pupiis are enrolled.
j4'f 'he elub, ha, decided to retire, and
Superintendent Si roup Matca that
tit. to all achool
aere,i another term. It Ik notices have been
VICTIM OF PLAYMATE'S GUN IS;wi"
LAID TO REST IN SANTA BAR-- ! understood that K, C. Honedict, owner districts in the county for the collecl0lllier Oneida, who has been tion of imiII tax and it la expected
BARA CEMETERY MANY PEO-,"- f
iioii.inaieil by t'le trustees of the that at b ast t;i p.r cent wilt be
PLE PRESENT.
w
club, ill be the unanimous choice for readily collected.
Iu district Xo. 8.
s
I'ntil X:4'i o'clock this morning the commodore. If Mr. iienedict is
the collections have thua far suriu.-'.i-'e
id. :im there is no doubt he will be, passed those of last year by $r,(i.
of Civile Dragoie laid
time that he Since the receipt of the taxes all war-tan- ta
at the home of the grief st :ii k. n p.ir- - i: will be the
timuiic dore of the of the
have leiii paid and everybody
his. A larir- - nun mis,, of friends npunis
and nlutlws took a final look at the e!i. Mo was commodore In l!i5 and concerned is w.i! pleased t)V?r the
school situation.
familiar feature of the ynih. so vice commodore In 18!3 and 1891.
FAMOUS

Denver, Jan. 9. The consideration
of tun railroad rate question will be
one of the most Important subjects
to be discussed at the second aunual
eotivention of the American StockJ
association, which will meet
hero during the week of January 29
and February :!. The matter is of much
importance to the cattlemen of the
west, and the new association recognized this tact by sending its legal
conned, S. II. Cowan, of Texas, to
Washington lor the purpose of attending the ii, ruing betr.;v the senate
ommiiU-on the railroad rate tiu's-- t
ion. Mr. Cowan has returned and will
submit a lengthly report on the
which will probably be discussed
at some length. That the cattlemen
in gem r.il recognize the Importance
of the matter as much us the members
of the American Stock Growers' association is evident from the fact that
the Cattle Growers' Interstate Executive committee has decided to
with the American Stock Growers'
executive committee and has placed
all its funds at the disposal of t'ue
latter ci muiiltee for the prosecution
of its pUl'HKeSt
sul-jec-

YEAR

to

thm.

i
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.1. B. Nlpp,
Harry Bohag, a bartender who has
a well to do ranchmau,
residing at Los Griegos, a few miles been working on and off nights at
Is
north of town,
confined to his bed Zeiger's cafe, is under arrest with the
in a critical condition, as the result of aerlous charge of assault with inteut
a brutal beating he received last evto kill appended to his name on the1
ening.
Harry Howard, the
Nlpp attended a wedding celebra- police docket.
tion near los Griegos, a which It Is night bartender at the White Ele-- 1
reported were Antonio Samara and pnant, Is suffering from two stab
Thomas Chaves, among many others.
Nlpp, It is claimed, went into a sa- Wounds luflicted in his back by Bohag.
loon to get a drink, and as he was Thus resulted a quarrel which started
leaving the place was 'held up and ter- la the White Elephant early this
ribly pounded about the head.
'morning and was finished In tbo saNipp informs Sheriff Perfecto Ar-l- loon of Graham Bros.
i Jo
that his assailants were Saniora From those familiar with' tho facts
and Chaves, and that they assaulted it ia learned that Bohag was iu a
him with a club or a piece of iron.
quarrelsome mood all night and was
The sheriff, who called upon Nlpp on two or three occasions relieved of
shortly after the assault, says that bottles he carried in his pockets.
on Nipp's head were several ugly When Harry Howard went off duty
wounds. The pillow was saturated this morning at the White Elephant,
with blood, Sheriff Annljo says, which it ia claimed that Bohag walked up
llowed from the cuts In his head and to him, shoved Howard's hat down
from his mouth.
lover his face and slapped hint, upon
The men will be arrested when they which Howard punched Bohag on the
can be located. What the result will nose and remarked that possibly Bo
be of the Injuries Nipp sustained Is hag would leave him alone then. Benot known. They may terminate in fore taking the car home, it is asserthis death, in which case his assailants ed that Howard walked into Graham
Brothers' saloon, where he had
will be charged with murder.
set-t- o
It is said that a bad feeling has exwith Bohag. The two
isted between Nlpp and Samora for men came to a clinch and fell down
some time. Nlpp had, it is claimed, on the floor, Howard on top. As the
men arose to their feet It was noticed
struck the man some months ago.
that Bohag had in his hand a pocket
knife which was opened. It Is al
leged that be made a lunge with the
NbWSPAPER STORY MAY
knife at Howard's face. Howard duckREUNITE LOST BROTHERS ed, whereupon it is claimed that Bohag closed up on Howard and stabbed
him twice in
back.
The blood
DISPATCH SENT FROM THIS CITY flowed copiouslythefrom the wounds,
N.
A.
VALUABLE
CLUE,
GIVES
drenching Howard's clothes. He was
removed to a physician's office, where
SHULT2 THINKS.
the Injuries received proper attentA dispatch sent out from the Albu-- ' ion. A complaint was filed against
querquo correspondent of the Denver Bohag and he was placed under arRepublican, chronicling
a mishup rest. The matter received the atwhich befell William Shultz, of ains tention of Judge Crawford In police
city, on December 8, when lie stepped conn at 4 o'clock this afternoon.
off a
in the uarkness and
sustained serious Injuries, may bo the BOARD OF EDUCATION
means of bringing together two brothers who have for many yeurs been
MET LAST EVENING
unseparated and their residence
known to each other.
AND ORDERED
Dick Vevla, of
South First AUDITED BILLS
FOR
street. Salt Lake City, Utah, wrUV ONE HUNDRED DESKS
PRIMARY
DEPARTMENT OTHto Chief of Police McMillin under
ER NOTES.
date of December 2, that noticing the
article in the Hepublican, It recalled
The
board of .education met. last
1o mind enquiries mane of him by a
and audited a large number of
close friend, A. M. Shultz, by name, night
expenses of the ora- a (icrnian formerly of Ohio, relative bills. After all
contest were paid It was found
to tho whereabouts of ills brother, torical
financially the contest was a sue- William Hlntltz. who for many years that
cess.
h
had lcn trying to find. A. M. j In reference to the cungesled
stale
Shultz now lives at Kucampnicn'
tlm primary grades of the schools
Wyoming, Carbon county. The letter of
the city, it was decided
states that Shultz recently lost both throughout
to order 00 desks to bo distributed to
forearms while working in a saw mi 'i"
different ward schools In the ctly.
which would explain why ho was writ(or tho use of tho primary
ing tho letter, rather than Mr. Shultz T.i' se are
n.'.'es solely.
himself.
be Athletic association of tho High
m
' ol has arranged for a beueflt per-- t
CLAIMED THE ATTORNEY WAS
l.innance by the famous Kounoy
to raise funds for tbo
i:.s' Hand, New
TALKING THROUGH HIS HAT association.
apparatus will be
purchased with the proceeds.
'lue
entertainment Is being arranged for
For awhile yesterday It looked
the probate court room would some time in April.
he the scene of carnage, but an actual
fter auditing a largo number of
engagement between ihe two belliger- b s and transacting rouilno busiiessents was happily averted
the be board adjourned.
promptness of Judge Jesuit Honiero. I
Have you any confidence In the
The trouble started when the ca.--e
of Gulseppe Iladaracco, administrator .leather bureau's reports?"
Sure ihing. They said that the
of his deceased wile's state, verm-- :
Mind blew
miles an hour yesterday
the other heirs, was being heard. Ha
and that 'be minimum temperature
aruceo prevented a bill against
and I don't set. why
of $153. 50 for expense Incurred wasIn ubt degrees,
doubt It."
by him In burying his wife. The other
heirs objected to this, on the groun
That collector's outside," said the;
that a husband was expected to per- olbcan' he's sore. He says he
sonally pay the expenses of his wile's ain't
mi' to bring that bill up here,
funeral.
ii,:. uu
Attorney T. C. Mditoya represent
rubi Thank him us Klitel
ed the heirs, and Judge V. C. Iba us v.ei Mcsibly can."
cock the defendant. I Hiring the i oni se
STRAYED FROM PREMISES.
ff the trial Attorn, y Montoya re
tenia!; answers to
ferinl to Mr. lleacock as "talkiii-- 1 r
Juno. Reward for return
.r".-othrough his hat and being
P.
'
i, it .Vni'b Kighth
street.
to Which Ilea, oek took excepo
tions, and for awhile things were
lively, but Judge Romero gut busy and
OUR TELEPHONE IS AUTOMATICROWN STUDIO.
1'loodsbeii was averted.
C 3?0.

IN

FURNITURE

MISSION

Latest Designs Just Received, from

SHOP OF THE CRAFTERS
Ladies' DeRks and Chairs, Customers' Plate Racks, Book Racks, Hat
Racks, Hall Trees, Library and rarlor Stand Tables, Medicine Cabinets and Rockers.

j

The McBriaii Furniture Co.

ii

Foundry and

Albuquerque

Machine Works 0I

R. P. MALI., Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Can; Shaft!
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Front) for
Buildings.
Roomlro on Mining mnd Mill Mmehlnory m ttooolmlty
'
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
AJbuqaerq.ua,
H

0

in I

er

c
c

oooooooooo ooooococo
o

JTHE

I

NEW
ANTONIO

HOME

q

YORK

FAIR I

ARMIJO, Prop.

GROWN

Special Sales Every 8aturday.

000000

PURE

I

CHILE

Auto Phone 601.

121 N.

2

f

Third Stretv. y

ooooooooo o

Elks Opera House

foot-brid-

3 Nights only
George Samuels'

tractions Presents
Three of the Funniest

of Farce

1

-

-

I

We

MONDAY NIGHT,
JAN. 8th

i

ti-

Comedies

"Hello. Dili"

,

'

At-

j

Offer to aupply you with anything In

our line, at price that are fair and
quare, and wa are now making

"Mr. Plaster ol Paris
TUESDAY NIGHT,
JAN. 9th

$12

$8.75 Blue Flame Oil
$8 China Tea Set

ATiii hisn oath'
WEDNESDAY

40c China 6alad Bowl

JAN. JOth
As produced In all the laie cities. New songs and dances. The
beautiful Serpentina dance, illustrated songs.

Price,

for box.

35c, 50c and 70c;

$1.00

1

!

i

,

topsy-turvy.-

i

.

STEAM

CARPET

CLEANING

THORNTON Tho Clmmnor

t

?

Cleans everything.
He la the
Furniture ilau. Moving, pack-ing and shipping, unpacking and w
setting up, and is no upstart at V
the business. There Is no oth- er -- just Thornton, That's all.
Until 'phones.
4
Try a CltUen want ad.

Special Prices
On the Following
Refrigerator

t

Stove... .$4.75

4

25o

Decorated Haviland China, at 20
per cent discount.
75c Glas Berry Set
25j
35c Glas Water Pitchers
20c
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$1.26
$4.50 Decorated Lamoa
13.28
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
95c
50c Steam Egg Poachers
40c
$12.50 Buggy Harness
$10 JO

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company
FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.
Owners of milch cows re advised
that there Is a city ordinandi (No.
211X1
in.- - lb..
..Illnu ,.f milk
without a license. Licenses caa bo
naa spun application to c lerk Marry
F. I.ee, and should be procured at
once as the poiico have been notified
to strictly enforce tho clauses of tha
ordinance in question

AUiUqUKHQUK
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J. VIVIAN.

CHARLOTTE WIMIOUK.

MRS.

WOMEN

4.tn

29

I.Z1R.787 19

II. 417,025 IS

4

'

MRS. C. C. SHAYNE.

Statement as to Deposits:

Solomon Luna, President
S. Sthickler.
w. j Johnson.
t
Vice President and Cashier
Assistant Cashier
GEonas Arnot
A. M. Blackweli.
Wm. McIntosh
J. C. Baldrioc.r

January,
January,
January,
January.
January.
January.
January.

O. E. OtOMWKM.

FOUR PROMINENT

l.'iO.OOO

&K

Officers and Directors:
-

-

DORR I.VON.

.MRS.
V.
I-

00

-

W.

MRS. THOMAS

21,no

t

Capital Stock Paid in
Surplus and Profit
'
Deposit
.

911,710 20

tl.417.3ZS 48

I

ftnt.

Holiday)

beinir

LIABILITIfS:

Ijuuns and DiacounU
Real Eatate
Furniture and Fixture
Due firm Other Banks
fas on Hand

I

7
'

-

1906,

FUSOljRCtS:

SSI
1

T7

( lose of Business December 30th. 190r
Msntlary 1st,

P.

CONDITION OF

BANK of COMMERCE

v

'

THE

REPORT OF

Live on $60,000 A Year

m'

-

TUESDAY. jjANUARY 9. 1906.

190

41.1 U24

1901

M3.229
709.288
852.729
1,000382

1902.
1903
1904
1906

09
20
42

09

9GH.33R 81

.

1906
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WHO DISCUSS THE ABOVE QUESTION

... 1.218.780

V:

CASE OP MRS
BECAUS
SOCIETY

SHE SPENT

$200 A DAY MORE THAN

an Ameriher pomalutain
matron
society
can
ywir?
a
rtion on $ti0.t"n
That question today I agitating
aa the outNt- v York society circle
come to the breach
New Yorker,
Work, a
Mrs.
and his ' beautiful daughter,
Mr. Work alleges that
Burke-Roche- .
live on her alhis daughter could not 5.noo
a month,
lowance irom him of
ver
that she expended -- " a day
amount.
that
An open rupture betweeu the
and hi, daughter
Mrs.
mhen Mr. Work reproached
ev
for her financial
Burke-Roch- e
t - eh. toft h 9 home, hottaking
apartments In a fashionable that el.she
admits
Mrs Burke-Rochher alwas compelled to overdraw
squanshe
that
denies
Slie
lowance.
or show- bridge
playing
money
dered
lnfrornTne9nt club and society women
interviewed by
in New York wereupon
the momen
correspondent
your
ous feminine question: "What constitute an adequate allowance
American society woman? president
Mrs Charlotte Wllbour.
said:
of the Sorosis society . woman
should
"1 believe a man or
should
live within their allowance and
economize according to it. I do not
an
consider IK0.000 a year too great tor
allowance for a woman In society, are
her pocketlxwk
the demands upan average
housewife
enormous. The
20,000 to
can live comfortably on.course,
does
125 000 a year. That, of
not' include a box at the opera, fancy
servants, auto
Hei Hoiiaand mrrlazen.
other necessities. The
mobiles
woman with $25,000 a year can live a
.comfortable, quiet, uie.
New York. Jan
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An Increase in Deposits from 1896
to Date of 812 per cent

A WOMAN WHO COULD'NT

WHO FUSSED WITH HER FATHER
THAT, STIRS UP

BURKE-ROCH-

Mrs. Then. J. Vivian, president of
the California club, said:
could live on,
"Mrs. Bnrke-Uochmuch less than $t'.'00 a year if she
made up her mind to do it. However. I know that there 1h terrific
financial pressure on society women.
They must be patronesses of charity,
give balls, theater and opera parties,
belong to clubs and dress accordingly.
Sixty thousand dollars a year la a fair
allowance. In my opinion."
" Mrs. Dore Lyon, prominent In
manv clubs and societies, saidr
"The amount of money necessary
to a woman depends entirely upon the
circle of society in which she moves.
If she has a town house, a country
residence, automobiles, "norscs and
carriages, and liberaly patroi'lz s the
various arts and gives consistently to
charities, her allowance must necessarily be large. Money is the one
thing that counts in the really smart
call $50,000 a year a fair alset.
lowance. A woman with $10,000 a
year cannot hope to live anything but
a quiet home life. She will have no
automobiles, yachts. livcrk'S or personal servants."
Mrs. C. C. Shayne, of the Ohio
club, Haiti :
"A woman should live within her
Income no matter what it is. It depends upon the temperament of the
woman whether an allowance of $5000
or $liio,0(i0 makes her happy or contented. Upon a woman's management
of the expenditures of money depends
her ability to keep within her allowance, whatever It may be. The average society woman has to meet tremendous expenses to live if she
wishes to lake advantage of the alluring forms of entertainment her position affords, and if she is to live
properly and cultivate her children."

Having ample resources, conservative management, and a representative board or directors, and
being equipped In unexcelled facilities for the transaction of the various branches of legitimate banking. THE BANK OP COMMERCES solicits the accounts of corporations, firms aud Individuals, as well as
out of town banks, promising the utmost liberality of treatment consistent
with prudential business
method. Correspondence is Invited.

e

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 509.)
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
Dec. 28, 1905.
Notice Is hereby given

claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
before the U. S. Court Commissioner
at Albquerque, N. M., on the 7th day
of February, 1906, viz: Jesus Garcia,
for the Small Holding Claim No. 669,
in Sees. 24. 25 and 26, T. 7 N.. R. 2 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the townshlnp, viz:
Benito Armijo, of Valencia, N. M.;
Juan Apodaca of Valencia, N. M.;
Martinez, of Valencia, N. M.;
Gregorlo Apodaca, of Valencia, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
time and place to cross- examine the witnesses of said claim
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.
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claimant has
tice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
470). and that said proof will be made
before the U. S. Court Commissioner
at Albquerque, N. M.. on the 7th day
of February. 1906, viz: Juan Apodaca,
for the lot 1, sees. 23 and 24, and lot
2, sec. 23, T. 7 N.. R. 2 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract lor twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the townshlnp, vie:
Benito Armijo, of Valencia, N. M.;
Jesus Garcia, of Valencia, N. M.;
Apodaca, of Valencia, N. M.;
Tomas Martinez, of Valencia, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance ot said proof,
r who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the above- mentioned time and place to cross- examine the witnesses of said claim
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
lowing-name-

AISTON COMPANY

C.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 700.)
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office. Santa Fe, N. M.,
Dee. 28, 1905.
Notice Is hereby given

CHIL-

DREN TO EACH MEMBER.
Baae running1, according to Sheck-arwho led tne National League in
not
Pittsburg, Pa., Jan. 9. Indignant
that department last season. Iscomaltogether due to speed, but to a
Pittsburg club women have made a
bination of speed and judgment.
canvass of the married members In
to disprove the allegation that
order
having
lost
its
The saloon business
charm for him, Kid McCoy will open "the club woman commits race suia Jewelry store in New York. He says
cide and encourages other women to
a big; dealer in precious stones is be- do so." The result is a vindication,
wife's
Also
third
his
hind him.
they claim. It shows an average of
money.
3.5 children for each married woman
The Tennessee racing law is to be in the general federation of Women's
tested. indlctmentH having been re- clubs.
and
turned against five horsemen
Twenty-on- e
members, selected at
spebookmakers who held a one-da- y
C2 children, an average
had
random,
making
purpose
of
meet
for
the
cial
of about three children to each mema test case.
ber. While a number of the mothers
C
have three,
With Old Cy Young and Young Cy have but one child, enough
Young and Kid Cy Young all doing four, five or six to bring up the averthat
blab duty in the major leagues this age. Then, too, It is pointed out
coming season, the fans will have to many of these mothers are young,
In
the
keep their memories In good working and may have more children
rder bo they will know "who's who." future.
names
carry
the
Many of the clubs
The addition of another Cy Young
of the babies of their members on
pitcher would exhaust the distinguishthe
notably
their membership lists,
ing appellations.
Women's Southern club. Three little
0
S. C. Hlldreth, one of the prominent toddlers attend the meetings reguhas a pretty
owners on the American turf, has quit larly. Wlmodasauwls
the bookmaking business after one custom of presenting each of Its "club
year's trial, which' cost him $41,800 babies" with a boquet or roses, neo
He found the track followers wiser In the club's colors. During the month
than the bookies and he will try to of Octoler three children were born
retrieve bis losses by running his to members of the club, and the
horses and Lacking them to win when mothers were presented with flowers.
he thinks the chances are the best.
"Club women make the best and
most successful mothers," said Mrs.
Patsy Donovan begins his manage- Minnie Ourey Roberts, who is the
ment of the Brooklyn team by assert- mother of seven. "A club woman is
ing that his pitching staff Is as good a mother woman, and is better fitted
as any in the United States. Nothing by her education to systematically
like being on optimist. Patsy; he's a
a family In a satisfactory way."
much pleasanter fellow than the pes- raise
"Three-fourth- s
of the club women
simist, even though he may unload I know have good sized families,"
a great deal of "hot air" In the course said Mrs. Ludwig Koethen. Jr.. presi
xt a season.
dent of the Women's Civic club and
A Los Angeles club has offered a the mother of four, "and they do not
$7,500 purse for Kid Herman to meet neglect thler families. The women's
Terry McGovern, but as Terry is tied club movement has not been In existup with Battling Nelson there Is little ence long enough possibly to have
prospect of the offer being accepted been a factor in any decrease In the
by him. Of course, if Nelson should number of children in thig country.
defeat Terry, his drawing power I believe that woman needs relaxawould not be sufficient to warrant tion, aud that the clubs offer this to
such a sum being bung up for him and women, but 1 do not think they become so interested In club work as to
Herman.
O
jeopardize their home work."
Arthur Irwin, who will manage the
Altoona club in the "Outlaw" league,
National
is flirting with several
question of the heavyweight
League players, but as yet has failed mooted
to the satisfaction ot
championship
to draw any of them away from the everybody, If It Is within his power
big organization. Irwin would greatly to do so.
relish weakening any of the big teams
as he does not foul particularly kind
Jack Palmer Is now the heavy-weigtoward the majors, having missed fire
champion of Knglund, having
management
attempt
the
to land
in an
been
that title by knocking
awarded
Louis
of the Ciiiciuattl Iteds or the St.
out Geoffrey Thome in the fourth
Cardinals.
round lxfore the National A. C, Lonrecently. A body blow did the
It wasn't so very many months ano don,
business and there were cries of
that Jack O'Brien was kept busy try- "foul"
all over the house, but the refing to find men vho wanted to meet
did not allow the claim. The
him in the squared arena. Now he is eree
impression of the spectators
just as busy dodging men woh are general
anxious to try to knock bis block on. was that l'ulmtr did land the winning
On his trail are Hart, Ryan, Berger, blow below the belt.
Sullivan and Burns. Hart will be
There Is considerable merit in the
given the first chance and If he falls
the others will be taken on insucces-lo-ex- - suggestion of Dr. Arthur T. Hadley,
prufcideni
of Yale university, that open
as the PblladelDhlan has
pressed a willing ness to settle tile foot ball should be played because
n.

Elks Theatre
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THESE WOMAN'S CLUBS DENY THET RACE SUICIDE CHARGE

...BREVITIES

follo-

wing-named

1

SPORTING...

that the

BaRNETT,

Prop'r.

Finest Whiskies

I

Wines, Brandies.Etc.

o

SAMPLE AMD 0

West Railroad Avenue

CLUB ROOMS
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o

MRS. MINNIE

NOTICE

KOETHEN, JR.,
President Woman's Civic Club,
Mother of Four.

MRS LUDWEQ

OUREY ROBERTS,

Clubwoman.
-

V

MOTHERS PROMINENT

IN

PITTSBURG CLUBS.

Mrs. Enoch Raugh, president Juvenile

children.

Mrs, Ludwig. Koethen,

children.

Jr., president

Court

Aid

society, two"

Woman's Civic club, four
'

Minnie Ourey Roberts, Vacation School Flower commit- tee, seven children.
Mrs. Grace Warmcastle, president Colloquium, one child.
Mrs' A. Leo Well, chairman Columbian Council school, three
children.
Mrs. W. H. Phlllls, Civic club, of Wllklnsburg, four children.
Mrs. S. M. B. Hooker, president Woman's club, of Sedgwickley,
one child.
Mrs W. P. Price, president of the Travelers' club, five children.
Mrs! Dallas Allert, president Pittsburg Sorosls, one child.
Mrs. James R. Klbler. president of New Era club, one child.
Mrs John H. Armstrong, president Wlmodausis, two children
Mrs. Charles Brown, Sewlckley Woman's club, six children.
Mrs.

OOCX300O0O00OO0O0000OO0OO

(Small Holding Claim No. 323.)
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
January 3, 1906.
Notice Is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
of March
sections 16 and 17, of the-ac- t
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before the United
States
court commissioner at San Rafel, N.
M., on February 9. 1906, viz.: Dona-clanPino, for the 1 and 2, section 20;
lot 3. sections 17 and 20; lot 4, section 17; lot 5, sections 8 and 9, township 10 north, rango 7 west.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous
adverse possession of said tract fori
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Gorgonlo Figueroa, of Cubero, N.
M.; Pablo Lucero, of Cubero, N. M.,
Hanlsta Baca, of Cubero. N. M.: Juan'
l. Martinez, of Cubero, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any suletantial reason under the laws and regulations of
the Interior department, why such
proof should not be allowed, will be
given an opportunity at the above
e
mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
"f that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register

THE PINNACLE OF HUMAN SKILL
has been reached In our carriages,
buggies and spring wagons. The only
wa ythey can ever be better la to
raise the pinnacle elevate the standard and even then our vehicles wtli
be found at the top. They're not ao
high In prices, though, as to be out
of the reach of most vehicle users.
Let us quote you figures.

o

t4

the close game encourages players to MRS. GEORGE 8TROTT DIES
SUDDENLY IN SANTA FE
do things they would not attempt if
thftif Brtg wflrn ItnKlA n HetACtlnn by
Mrs. George Strott, 26 years of age
officials and spectators. Ho says bru who lived with her husband, a briek
tality can te taken out or me game layer, at 411 College street, Santa Ke,
If the rules committee really desires died suddenly of heart trouble shortly
it. He also suggests that the spirit after 1 o'clock Sunday morning. A
ot extravagance that has grown up few hours bcf. re her death she was
apparently in the best of health and
in tue colleges should oe resirmm-u- .
had Joked ami laughed uh her litis
One Minute Cough Cure contains not band and friends.
Mr. Strott was awakened bv hi.-an atom of any harmful drug, and It
has been curing Cougs, Colds, Croup wife about midnight, anil she comand Whooping Cough so long that it plained of a pain in her side. L.int.
has proven itself to lie a irled and she agalu tlept, but suddenly awakentrue friend fo the many wto use It. ed him a second time by placing her
bund upon his face. Sho was unable
Sold by all drunglsts.
to speak, and died nefore medical aid
o
It's
time for John A. McCall's arrived. They have no children.
physician to issue a statement
Subscribe for Tbe Citizen and gel
pliiining that bin nationt has a cold
the news.
or nervous prostration.
al-o-

FOR PUBLICATION.

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO.
OOCXXXDOCCOCOCXXXXXXXXXXl

A. D.

JOHNSON

General Contractor

succeeded.

DRAGOIE

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,""

Groceries, Cigar and Tobaeco, and
all kinds ef Fresh Meat
House moving, well making, water
pipe laying, pumps, tanks and wind 300 North Broadway, Corner of Washmills. Irrigating plants a specialty. ington Avenue. ALBUQUKRUB.N. M.
Ranch deep well supplies.
Lead Avenue and First Street.

cross-examin-

James J. Corbett scored a genuinw
triumph In the initial performance of
Hernard Shaw's play, "Cashel Byron's
Profusion.
Corbett has tried to win
histroaio- - laurels on his merit as an
actor, and It would seem that he had

M.

Automatic

'Phone,

308.

Colorado

N. PEACH & CO.
REAL ESTATE DEALERS

Automatic 'phone, Mb. office, 20s ft
West Oold Avenue.

Red 131.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY, 8ALB FEED AND TRANS
FER STABLES
Horses and Mtles bought and tx
changeu
BEST TURNOUT 8 LV THE CITT
Second street, between Railroad and
Coppf avenaec.

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.

Room

17.

N. T. Armijo BulMlng.
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In Santa Fc Yesterday

bers Elected and

Up

Ancll T. Brown, of Columbia City,
lnd., has arrived In the city. He ha
been employed nt Ooodland, Kan., in
the mjutcr mechanic's office as storekeeper, but resigned to accept a position as time keeper with the anta
Fe In this city.

AVE.

2d

THE

a

0

Report r says:

I.. It.

The Raton
Ball, who has been a dispatcher In
the Raton office for many years pnst,
has resigned his position and gone to
Winslow, Ariz., where he has been
offered a position under SuperintendBe good, and the newspapers won't
ent Gibson. Mr. Ball's family will
continue to make their home In Raton. make your obituary so long as Yerkes.'
Conductor S. D. Hendy. represent"lld you keep open house on New
ing the Order of Railway Conductors, Year day?"
"Yes, open, but dry."
and Brakeman Pettijohn, representing the Brotherhood of Railway TrainAngeles,
men, left last night for Ios
Having been sworn in for four years,
to be present at a conference be- Mr. McClellan of New York, will be
tween the Santa Fe officials and the sworn at for the same length of time.
employes of the road belonging to the
Walter Wellman's plan to reach the
above orders.
north pole in an air ship has been apRalph Homer Wheat, the Santa Fe proved of by Senator Beveridge. Thus
machinist, who was Injured in tne the only formidable obstacle has been
shops at San Bernardino a little more removed.
than two weeks ago by an engine cylHall of
inder falling on him, crushing his New The
nominations B. B. Odell.
arm and shoulder, is dead. He passed
Unanimously elected John A. Me- away in the Santa Fe hospital at Los
Angeles Friday night, just before Call, Senator Blackburn.
midnight. Death was due to blood
"Everything
in this country, it
poisoning.
seems to me, Is machine made," obEnglish
tourist.
the
Frank L. Caldwell, of Wheeling. W. served
"You have been spending most of
Sunday-nigh- t
Va., who stopped off here
your
time studying politics, I see,"
owing to an accident he had received while on board, a Santa Fe said his American friend.
train, resumed his Journey to I.os AnA Pen Artist.
geles last night. Mr. Caldwell was
walking through a car on an incoming
train Sunday, when the train rounded
a curve, the lurch throwing him between two seats, resulting in a fracture to his right leg.
.

Has-Been-

The other night a car of merchandise
routed to Arizona and California
was broken open in the yards at
and a large amount of merchandise stolen. Every box in the
car was opened and several revolvers
and various articles of clothing were
carried away. A hole was burned in
one of the boxes, and evidently it was
the intention of the burglars to set
fire to the car after they had secured
such stuff as they wanted. Q. Saddler, the Rock Island detective, is at
Tucumcarl working on the case, but
as yet no clue has been obtained.
STATUS OF WORK ON
HONDO RESERVOIR

The work on the Hondo reservoir
is being pushed as rapidly as the conditions will allow, says the Ro.nwell
Record. Wood, Bancroft & Doty, i
contracting firm of Oir.ah?, bega.i
work on December 28 on the last em
bankment. According to t'.tr contract
tnu work must be finished ;:; six

Church Notes from Sunny Tennessee LETTER TO ALBUQUERWe are having a revival, going on
QUE READERS.
at Union Grove, conducted by the I
H.
J.
Dugan
O'Rielly
Kilgore.
Co. Guarantees to Cure
Revs.
I had the
and
pleasure last Sunday of hearing
Catarrh of it Costs Nothing.
Brother Dugan preach a very interest-- '
mg uiseourse. He argued and snowed i Editor of The Citizen:
f
In view of the prevalence of ca17.. f.' ..Intnl..
"v,j j'miui; iimi. merit; w cus- uuiy .iwu
general characters, the "righteous" tarrhal troubles at this season of the
and the "unrighteous," the "good and year, wewe want to tell your readers
have never sold anything that
the "bad:" showed that the unright- that
eous shall go away into everlasting gave more satisfaction than Hyoniel
used in catarrhal troubles. You
punishment.
Oh! what a solemn when
get immediute relief from the treatthought.
Tom McNabb was all smiles Sun- ment, and consistent use will prove to
day. Guess Miss Somebody was at' every sufferer, as it has to many of
our customers, the virtue of this precnurcn.
paration.
Arch McNabb had a smile on his
The
Hyoniel outfit conlace as long as a wave on a goose sists of complete
a pocket Inhaler, a medicine
pond Sunday.
and a bottle or Hyoniel, and
Jol Hartman looked sad Sunday, as dropper,
price Is only $1, while additional
his girl was not at church. Sequachie the
bottles can be obtained for 00 cents.
(Tenn.) News.
We positively guarantee a cure
when Hyomei
in accordance
"Buckton does a good deal of brag- with directions, Is orused
we will refund
ging about being a
e
man."
your money. This certainly shows
"That's one thing I like about him." our faith and belief In the virtues of
"You mean his bragging?"
Hyomei.
"Yes, it shows what respect ho has
Yours very truly,
for his parents."
J. H. O'RIELLY CO.
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers

RANKIN

Wool. Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

FOUND AT LAST

CO.

Woolens laundered without ahrlnklng. ;W
ha? added to our
ready well equipped lanndery a machine with which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
re Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them trf at
and we will straighten them oat for you.
i

-

e

cross-examin-

Dec. 28, 1900.

"bIcp0?3"

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO
0

HOISTING

MACHINERY

Bith 'Phones.

Oat or Night
Notice Is hereby given that the folloclaimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
Established In 1882
proof in support of Ma claim under
&
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (20 Stats., 854), as amended by Sole scents for Casino Canoed Goods
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
boden's Granite Flour.
before the U. S. Court Commissioner
at Albquerque, N. M., on the 7th day
of February, 1906, vis: Pedro Oalle-go- s
y Gonzales, for the small holding
claim No. 661 in Sees. 3, 10 and 11,
T. 6 N.. R. 2 E.
Hlllsboro creamery Butter Best on
He names the following witnesses-tEarth.
prove his actual continuous adverse
Solicited!
possession of said tract for twenty Orders
Free Delivery.
years next preceding the survey of
214
South
Street.
Second
township,
the
vis:
Jose Aragon y Bernal, of Tome, N.
PRODUCE CO,
M.; Francisco Torres, of Tome, is. M.; CLARKVILLE
WAV no A TXT A Mn WJ1T
Manuel Gallegos, of Tome, N. M.; BerWholesale and Retail
nardo Gallegos, of Tome, N. M.
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
Any person who desires to protest
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
against the allowance of said proof, 602
South First Street Both Phones
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
riRE
given an opportunity at theINSURANCE.
Secretary
Mutual
Building
time and place to
Office at 4. C. Baldrldge's
the witnesses of Bald claimyard.
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that, submitted by claimant.
TOTI A OR API
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.
Grain and Fuel.
of Imported Wines. Liquors
Notice is hereby given that the un- Fine line
and Cigars. Place your orders for
dersigned. Francisco Armljo y Otero,
this line with us.
has been duly appointed by the proNORTH THIRD STREET.
bate court of Bernalillo county, New
Mexico, as administrator ot the estate of his deceased wife, Margarita
Montoya d Armijn. All persons who
are Indebted to her said estate are
hereby notified to call upon the undersigned and pay the same, and all
claims against said esfate must be
presented to the undersigned within
the time required by law.
AND
FRANCISCO ARMI.IO Y OTERO,
Administrator of the estate of Marga-rltMontoya de Armljo. deceased.
Old Albuquerque, New Mexico, January 6, 1906.
wing-named

F. G. PRATT

CO.

Stapl and Fancy
Groceries

HAS BEEN

OUR

SPECIALTY

FOR THIRTY YEARS

STEAM, ELECTRIC, COMPRESSED AIR, GAS OR
Write us your conditions and we can supply your
T
clal Hoist Catalogue on application.

The
1621-163-

Hendrie

Bolthoff Mfg. and Supply Co.

&

Seventeenth Mreet,

9

GASOLINE.
See

want.

DENVER,

COLORADO

g

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
General Betiding Supplies

,

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phone

Third and Marquette

A. E. WALKER,

above-mention-

ed

cross-examin-

e

BAIN
and

0L0

fer
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WAGONS
J.Kurber&Co.

REAL

WHOLESALE
mnd RETAIL

ESTATE

Albuquerque, N. M,

THERE'S AN END
TO PATIENCS
and money, and the unskilled plumbet
who charges exorbitantly for indifferent or absolutely worthless work will
soon find out. We leave It to your
Kood Judgment It it isn't wisest to
patronize us, well known for furnishing first-clas- s
materlas, and doing
honest, skillful work.
Satisfaction
guaranteed.

LOANS

o

Have a
Snap for tome
one with a
We

The Standard Heating &

little money
to invest.

Plumbing Company
Auto. Phone 671.

WHEN YOU SHOOT

Por tcrf kid & Co.

You want to HIT what you are aiming at
be it bird, beatt or target.
Make your
thoti count by homing the S i r VENS.
For 41 years BTF.VKNS AKMS-hav- e

cairird off I'KEMI ER HONORS tut
CURACY. Our line:

ItOW.
LOANS.

AC-

Rifles, Shotguns, Pistols
Ak ynif irfilci
on

If you
w

th

aJUi

sm FN.

utrtain,
Uircut,

tiil.utir tfuult
fff

I'!,

tiv

oireifr-vn--

B. A. GLEYSTER

r

if)nt
"!
tlii enter.

Beautiful threolor Aluminum H in get will
be itinwartlcd for loceiiti in aiampa.

J. Stevens Arms

PUBLIC.

INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.

in tUun
f r:npl4Htt output. JL
U.

4
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WE GIVE

& Tool Co.,

You best satisfaction

In

mill

work.

P. O. Box 409C
CHICOFEB FAIXS, MA&d., V. 8. JL

ALBUQUERQUE PLANING

MILL

Bell, Red 234.

...OUR...

Gold Ave.

NOTARY

HICKORY

Tolu, Tar and Wild Cherry
is not as good as a prescription from your doctor, but it is prepared
with as much care, and Is the bet all 'round "hit or miss" Cougti
Syrup
know of.

The Williams Dtug Go.
117

WEST

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

Both 'Phones.

XXXXXXXXXXXXJCOOOCCOOCOOOS

1
The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on the Bclen

of The Atchison, Topcka

Cut-o- ff

&

Santa Fe Railway

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Bclen Town and Improvement Company Own the Bclen Townsite
?ng-

26x142 feet, laid out with broad 80
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees; publle .cbool house, coatiand
club; a population of 1.600 Inhabitants; largest
mercantile establishments in New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels dally; large winery: three bote!,
Belen is tbe largest sbipplnc point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and bay in Central New Mexico
Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city In tbe near future cannot be estimated'

!"d
AflT'T'
churches.

$16,000;

restaurants, etc.
ALL

rsideuteiloi,s-f'z-

70-fo-

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

The lots offered are in the center of the city, well graded, (many 0t them Improved by cultivation)
con) enrt wood ysrd. drim store, bsrnes. tbop, etc. ete.
Also a first-clas- s
modem hotel.

Kub-du-

Th.

and 8att Mote.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol- At Kinds of
Steam Sausage Factory.
lowing named claimant has filed noEMI3
KLEINWORT,
tice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under jasonlc Building, North Third SL-esections 11 and 17, of the act of March ZZXXXXZZXTXZXXSXXXZXXZXX1Z
3, 1S!M. (2fi' Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of Ffbrunry 21, 1S93, (27 h I IINIIIIN r.UIR I IVFQY Aim H
Stats. 470). and that said proof will
FEED STABLE
Statr
be made before' the United
Coiner Second and Marquette,
court commissioner at San Rafael, 'J.
M., on February 9. 1900, viz.: Barbara
J. de Pino, for the lots 1 and 2, section 20: l.t 3, section 1 and 17. township lo north, range 7 west.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the surC. GRANNI3, Prop.,
vey of the township, vis:
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 800 Red. 2
Gorgonlo Figueroa, of Cubero, N.
Day and Night Hack.
H
M.; Pablo I.ucero, of Cubero. N. M.,
Albuquerque,
New
Mexico. H
Bnnlsta Baca, of Cubero, N. M.; Juanj ZZZXZXZZXZZTXrXZXXZXXZZZZZ
D. Martinez, of Cubero. N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
&
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea- FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE.
LOANS
son under the laws and regulations of
Automatic- phone 451.
the Interior department, why Rtich
Room 10. N. T. Armljo Building.
proof should not be allowed, will be
given an opportunity at the above
RIONEER BAKERY
mentioned time and place to
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
the witnesses of said claim(Successor
to Balling Broe.)
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
WEDDING CAKE3 A SPECIALTY
of that submitted bv claimant.
W
desire patronage and w guarMANUEIj R. OTERO.
Register. antee first class baking.
207 S. First Street
Albuquerque.
o- NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No, 661.)
THE FUEHR UNDERTAKING CO.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
307 West Railroad Arenus.

1

I

er-m-

Kist.

Meat Market

3, 1906.

I

months from that date.
After this work is complete-:the
government force will take up ind
,
complete the
Advertisements have been Issued
calling for bids for the cam's and bit-- ,
erals. This contract will be awarded
the latter part of the month or the
first of February.
An engineering
corps under Engineer Schlect is now
in ine item sxaKing out tne wjrK.
From the condition of the work it Is
safe to say that the water will not
be turned on during the coming ear
in time to allow the growing of any
crops. H is possible, however, that
water may bp secured In Mm.; 10 i
a little fall planting, but oven this
cannot be assured.
The work on the reservui is being
well done, and when eomple'el it will
hold sufficient water to irrigate from
15,000 acres up to 2ii,uii0. depending
on the amount of the flow of the
Hondo.
May Live 100 Years.
The chances for llvhig a full cen
tury are excellent in the case of Mrs.
Jennie Duncan of Haynesville, Me.
now 70 years old. She writes: "Electric Bitters cured my of chronic dyspepsia of 20 years' standing, and
made me feel as well and strong as a
young girl."
Klectrlc Bitters cure
Stomach and Liver Diseases, Blood
disordvrs. General Debility and bodily
weakness. Sold on a guarantee at all
druggists. Price only DOc.
SERIOUS ACCIDENT TO
BALLOONIST AT LAS CRUCES.
The ueronuut who does the balloon
trick for the Norton Carnival company
suffered a serious accident at Las Cru-ce- s
tho other day. After he had ascended in the balloon for some distance be attempted to cut loose and
descend in the parachute. The latter failed to open quick euough, and
be was precipitated to the earth before his seed bad been Kssened sufficiently by the parachute.
His life
was despaired of for a time, but Ije
pulled through and will recover. If
he follows the business long enough
he will get killed, us they all do In
time.
Soothing and Comforting.
Tbe Hootblnx and comforting effects
Witch Hazel Salve, when
of
applied to Piles, cuts, lotl8, etc.,
pain almost Instantly. This Salve
draws out the Inflammation, reduce
swelling and acts as a rubefacient,
thus circulating tbe blood through the
diseased par's, permitting or aiding
'atnr tn nerinanentlv remove the
trouble entirely. Sold by all ilrne

RESOLUTION

The next meeting will be held at
Cloudcroft on August 22. The officers are always elected at the midyear meetings, it was thought that
the meeting would prove a hot one,
as the following motion had been Introduced by Attorney A. B. McMlllen,:
"Resolved, That is shall be eonsltp
ered unprofessional counduct upon the
part of any practicing attorney In the
terrltcry ot New Mexico who shall
talk about or discuss the merits of
any case which may at any time be
pending In any of the district courts
or the supreme court, or which may
go to the supreme court on appeal
with any Judge of any district court
or supreme court of said territory
prior to trial or after submission of
said cause except on request of a
Judge of the court in which such
cause may be pending, and then only
In the presence of adverse counsel.
Motion Withdrawn.
Mr. McMillen found, however, that
certain members thought the motion
was a slap at them, and so withdrew
it. This motion was the companion
one to the following motion, which
was adopted at the last meeting:
"Resolved, That it Is the sense of
this Bar association that conferences
between the judges of the district
courts, either as district judges or
judges of the supreme court, in ad
vance of the bearing of a cause pending in the district court or in the supreme court, or in advance of the
bringing of a cause in the district
court, as to what may be the proper
determination of the questions involved In such causes, is to deny to
litigants and members of the bar a
fair hearing of their causes and a fair
opportunity to present them to the
courts for consideration in the regular and proper course of the administration of Justice, and Is in effect to
decide without a hearing accorded to
litigants and clients, and a dental of
one of the great rights accorded to the
several citizens In accordance with
the Magna Charta."
Paul A. F. Walter and Mark B.
Thompson of Santa Fe, and M. E.
Hickey, of Albuquerque, were elected
members.
A resolution was adopted that all of
those who had been dropped from the
rolls for
of dues would
he reinstated upon the payment of $10.
Judges Pope and Mann and Attorney Catron were appointed to assist
the secretary to secure proper addresses for the next meeting. It is
probable that Justice Brewer of the
United States supreme court will be
one of those to deliver an address.
Messrs. Spiess and Renehan were
appointed to the committee of admissions. In plnce of I.,. C. Fort, deceased, and W. J. McPherson, moved
to Denver. Mr. Catron was appointed
to the committee on law reform, In
place of E. h. Bartlett, deceased.

Recommendations fium
th' man with a good word
ev'rybody
fer
don't
amount t' much.

m

McMlLLEN

Meeting.

I

Word From Josh Wise.

No. 1 was several hours late last
night, not arriving until 12:40 a. m..
as a result of two accidents, one of
which was the freezing up of the Injector Just this side of Raton, and the
other happened this side of I.as Vegas, when one of the
blew out.

Com-

t

--

A

January

THIRD STREET

et

The New Mexico Bur association
held Its annual meeting in the supreme court chambers of Santa Fo
yesterday morning at It) o'clock. Urns-ideW. A. Hawkins was
in the
chair and Secretary R. 11. Hanna at
the desk. There were present at the
meeting about twenty members of the
association from different parts of
the territory.
Several matters of interest were taken up and disposed

ST.

most anything

Mem-

mittees Appointed.

Spend your money where you
for every
itet value received
dollar yti Invest. Give us
trial. Start the new year right
l,y buying your goods from us,
und you will not go wrong.
Mall orders solicited.
J. D. EMMONS,
Col, phone, 177. Auto phone.474
West end of viaduct.
COR. COAI,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 32fi.)
Department of the Interior, United
States Mnd Office, Santa ., N. M.,
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Rockers From

2.75

ASSOCIATION

EVENING CIT.Z FN.

;

GO OVER

no sand or

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
We need

flrst-claS-

8

bakerr. tailor shop, shoe house, jeweler, plumbing shoo, plantni mm

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERM6 ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

IT I
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!
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JOHN BECKER, President
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WM. M. BERGER, Secretary
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WEATHER INDICATIONS.

WEST RAILROADAVE

Fair tonight,
o cold.

and

Wednesday

not

EVKNIMG CITIZEN

first, calas and newspaper mail
for
Santa Fe, to lie dispatched on train
No. 10 from El Paso, so that, even if
train No. 2 from the south nnd west
Is late,
Albuquerque mall for Ihis
Pity will not be delayed.
Mr. AndriiB. with T. V. Maynard.
the Jeweler, returned this morning
from a watch Inspection trip over the
Rio Grande division of the Santa Ke
railroad.
At the Catliollc church In Old
yesterday occurred themar-finjof eight couples. This Is believed to be the record for one day.
One wtddlug vuis celebrated In tho
church In tills city. All tli rent rafting parties were natives.
The death of .Miss Allle Madrid occurred yesterday at the home of the
parents on South llarelas River road,
aged 17 years. The girl had been ill
are
Her parents
for some time.
natives.
well known mid respected
The funeral was Held from the church
of the Sacred Heart today and interment was made in San .lose cemetery.
Mr. and Mi". T. A. Whitten. who
have long been residents of Alliiiquer-- i
que, will lean' this evening for l.os
Angeles and other points on the Cali-- j
fornia coast, l ater, they contemplate;
a trip to Europe and will spend about
one year in travel. Mr. Whitten has
been a successful merchant and real
estate dealer here fur some years past
hut has disposed of most of his holdings in this city, with a view to locating elsewhere.

Sorosls
0

Shoes For

2

0

Colonel W. S. Hopewell rotumeil
last nlfiht from a trip to Santa K,
The steam lrundry at Santa Fc was
destroyed "by fire last Sunday morn-

ing.

women
They are stylish and strictly up to date. They are made over correct
lasts and fit well. The best materials are used In their construction
and they are hand sewed. This Insures flexibility and ffood wear.
STYLE 1 Black Kid, Medium Heavy Sole, Coin Toe.
STYLE 3 Black Kid, Light Extension Sole, Medium Toe.
Style 9 Black Kid, Heavy Extension Sole, Round Toe.
STYLE 27 Box Calf, Extra Heavy Sole, Wide Toe.
STYLE 402 Black Kid, Cloth Top, Light Turn Sole.
ALL STYLES
$3.50

John S. Heaven had the misfortune
this morninK to ln,e the diumond of
his stud pin.
There will be a vestry meeting at
v
the vestry room of St. John's church
3 at 7:30 p. m. this evening
Regular meeting of Elks' lodge No,
40 tomorrow night. Hy order of the
president. Roy McDonald, secretary.
Miss Anna L. Porter, of Washington. I). C, has arrived In the city anil
Is the fittest of .Mr. and Mrs. John
N. Collin.
MIhs Ida

Hart, an estimable young

lady of Gallup, and (laughter of EdMen's and Women's House Slippers
ward Hart, Is in the city the guist of In Kelt or Soft Kid, neat looking, easy
friends.
fitting and well wearing. Prices range
and from fiuc to $2. C. May's shoe store,
Isidro Ferrtin. a merchant
stock raiser of Rio Arrllia county, .114 West Railroad avenue.
who was here on business, has return
ed to his northern home.
A BUSY DAY ST
and
A. L. Morgan, thu contractor
builder, la ill at his home on North
PROBATE COURT
Second street, and It Is stated that he

XOO0000K0O CK0
OUR NEW YEAR'S OFFERNG

9,

190.

"'Mhiumnr

Green Tag Sale of Suits and Overcoats
Two Vital Reasons Force Us to Make Unequalled Price Reductions.

Congested Stock and Change in Oar
Clothing Department.

P

e

Two "city chaps" nnnied Munis ami
(Iray,
Drifted Into Albuquerque one day.
With a "con Knme" nnd tnik
That won In a walk
And some citizens are "wiser" today.

JANUARY

TUESDAY,

REASON
THE ONLY
that we

we can give for being
is the
for we have had an excellent trade. We
still have as complete a stock of Suits, Overcoats and Trousers as
many a store can show at the beginning of the season good
and
some lines almost unbroken surely a good enough reason for sizes
desiring
to get clear of these goods, even at the ridiculously low price we quote
The other reason we give is also a weighty one we are going to make
some sweeping changes in our Clothing Department next season We
are not ready iu st now to state exactly what we intend
do, but can
say that it will be a rather agreeable surprise to the publictoand'
result in increased satisfaction with the service this store will givewill
to
all
those who appreciate good ClothingTherefore
over-stocke-

d

over-boug- ht

Every Winter Suit On Our Tables Must Be Sold Now
We do not propose to be hampered when the time comes to make these changes, and a dollar on a suit now la
no more to us that a dim at any other time. So It's to be a wonderful sale of
suits.
A

Sale That

Stands Unequalhd
and

Unchallsnged

Unquestioned

Quality

its

in
of

Supremacy

of

Low

Pries s

Merchandise

i

in pure foods is well worth your
thoughtful attention mince meat, of
course, the pure kind; relishes, condiments, flour, sugar, coffee, tea,
splbes all the staples and all the lux.
uries you can think of, many you may
not call to mind. Our goods, our service, our prices are right In line with
those of the. best grocers In the land.
Nos. 118 and 120 South Second St.

Is

F. F. TROTTER
St

Nos. 118 and 120, South Second

0CXKWO0OOO0O0O0

Ltimbeg,

Sash, Doors,
Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing. Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

LUMBER
-

CO.

Albuquerque.fN. M.

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
Successors to Mr. H. E. Fox.
Having purchased the stock and good will of Mr. H. 'e. Fox
the above business, we respectfully solicit your patronage.

We shall offer for sale for delivery February L two blfcck walnut
wall cases and some up to date show cases, to make, room for our
new furnishings. Call at the store and Inspect them.

The Arch Front

Sooth Second Street
-

"

T

DUMOHDS
UNREDEEMED PLEDGES

AT

, w

VWWW

I
LOW

PRICES

have a large stock of diamonds, big and little, and some of
most beautiful gems ever brought to this country, that I am goingthe
to
sell before the new year, and I will sell them cheap rather than ship
them to an eastern wholesale market.
I

HENRY YANOW, the Pawn Broker
114
WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.

000C000000

00KO00Ol

BURGLARS

We have received the sole agency for the new Burglar
Can be adjusted by anybody to any door or window In
ten seconds. Rings, and continues to ring whenever & door or window Is
opened, even a half Inch. The prloe of this alarm everywhere I $3. Catt
and see it. A good canvasser wanted.

Patented Alarm.

EVER ITT

LEADING

JEWELER.
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

with pneumonia.

music store this afternoon at 4 o'clock.
Albert H. Clancy, who visited his
parents, Mr. nnd Mrs. H. F. Clancy at
Santa Fe, during the holiday recess.
returned to this city Sunday night,' to
continue his school work here.
Dr. Sallle M. Conner, of Bellefon- talne, Ohio, sister or Dr. C. H. Conner, arrived In the city last night to
be with her brother during his convalescence of typhoid fever.
Marriage licenses have been Issued
to Miss Jessie F. Easte and John J.
Kendall, loth of Spokane, Wash., and
to Ecalaa Jaramlllo and Rosendo
both of Ranches de Atrlsco.
Mrs. W. H. Childers nnd daughter,
Miss Gladys, left last night for Los
Angeles where the young lady will
enter a young ladles' seminary. Mrs.
Childers will visit with the family of
A. G. Wells for a week.
F. C. Desendorf, of Santa Fe, where
he Is connected with the United States
land office for New Mexico aud Arizona, passed through the city last
night en route to Hillahoro, where he
goes on official business.
A meeting of Albuquerque lodge No.
336, I. O. O. H., will be held this ev
ening, January 9, at 8 o'clock. Elec
tion of ofncerB. All members are re
quested to be present.' By order of
the president. Samuel Neustadl, sec
retary. '
John R. Foulk, agency director of
the local office of the New York Life
Insurance company, left last night for
Chicago wliere he goes to attend a
meeting of the agency directors of
that company. He will be absent several weeks.
W. K. Rawlins, former night relay
chief at the local office of the Postal
Telegraph company, has resigned his
position here to accept a similar one
at the local Santa Fe telegraph office,
R. T. Davenport of Washington, D. C,
will succeed Mr. Rawlins.
Mrs. R. H. Lester, who has been
back east : visiting
relatives
and
friends, today telegraphed her hus
band that she would return home on
the No. 1 passenger train tomorrow
(Wednesday) night.
Mr. lister 1b
the local representative for N. K. Fairbanks company of Chicago.
Word comes from Wlnslow that
Charles G. Hawkins died the other
day In the Santa Fe coast lines hos
pital at Los Angeles, death resulting
from heart trouble. The deceased was
a brakeman on the coat lines for a
number of years, and was well known
in this city. He leaves a mother and
later to mourn 'nls doath.
While at work yesterday afternoon
for the American Lumber company
in constructing a new aerial tramway
near the Santa Fe tracks, Alfred Gal- anklelegos and Gregorlo Garcia fell
several feet from the top of the tram
as the result of the snapping of a
rope upon which they were pulling.
Gallcgoa
sprained his ankle. Both
were bruised somewhat.
Pupils of the fifth grade, second
ward school, under the direction of
Miss Alma Baldrtdge, gave a surprise
party last evening to Miss Hazel Rls-- I
ing of South Broadway. The young
folks met at the home of J. C. Bald-- i
ridge and then proceeded In a crowd
to surprise their hostess. Interesting
games were played and refreshments
served. Over thirty wre present.
The New Mexican says: Through'
the efforts of Postmaster Paul A. F.
Walter, the postolllce at Albuquerque
today commences to make a pouch of
a,

GEO. W. HICKOX & CO.

In

threatened

Suits

TRUST COMPANY
All boys who wish to see the forma MONTEZUMA
CASE H EAR D CASE APPEALED
tion of the Learnard & Lindemann's
Boys' band are requested to be at the
OTHER PROBATE COURT

I

worth

Suits

un to
$12.50,

VP

Green Taged,

In the probate, court
yesterday
Judge Jesus Romero, in Old Albuquerque, unstained the exceptions by Sidney Eugene Abel to the report of the
Montezuma Trust Comapuy, in the
administration of the estate of the
late David J. Abel, of which estate
the trust company was acting as executor In connection
with Sidney

worth

Suits worth
up to

to

Overcoats
worth up to

$16.50.
Green. Taged,

Green Taged,

Green Taged

$11.90

$14.98

$11.75

$8.90

$22.00,

PRICES

AND

CASH TALK IN THIS SALE.

Vlfodwcsday,

January

HO

REGULAR PRICES OF

and

1

Urns:
Both
Furnishings.

TO BE SLAUGHTERED
E. L. WASHBURN CO.

19 WEST GOLD AVENUE

123

OUTH SECOND STREET

Overcoats
worth up to

$20.00,

$27.60

Green Taged,

Green Taged,

$14.75

$18.75

Some Other Green Tag Bargains You Should Take Advantage of:
$1.75 Cluette Stiff

Elgin Pleated
Shirts,
Green Taged,

$1.25

8htrt8'

Abel.

BOc

Four-in-Han-

35c Fancy

d

Ties.
Green Taged,

Hosiery,
When th case was called late yes
Green Taged,
Greets Taged,
terday afternoon tbe Trust company
asked for a continuance but this was
95c
95c
25c
2 for 25c
objected to by Mr. Abel's counsel,
Mr. N. B. Field. The court sustained
Attorney Field and the case was eone
Into, resulting In the above verdict
$1 Working
, $1.75 Flannel
$1' Crush
$1.25 Fancy
for the plaintiff.
The Montezuma
Shirts,
Gloves,
Hats,
Trust company took an appeal to the
Sweaters.
Green Taged,
Green Taged,
uistrict court.
Green Taged,
Green Taged,
Mr. Abel averred In his exceptions
that there was $5,400 that had been
95c
75c
45c
J5c
unaccounted for by the Montezuma
TrustN company, which amount, he
claimed, was a part and parcel of lue
said estate; that the trust company
nad been guilty of Irregularities to
the extent that they, as
had disposed of property of the
Meyers-Abcompany, of which tes
tator owned almost all the stock, to
the extent of $2(i,74; that the trust
company had paid liabilities of the
company to the extent of l9,28t.U4,
without the authority of the court,
and without . submitting a report of
said disbursements to the court; that
"THE
said trust ' company was Indebted to
6
BEST."
the estate In the amount of $4,150.33
with which sum it had failed to
charge itself, and that said trust com
pauy had failed to charge Itself and
credit to the estate, interest on the
money deposited by estate wltn said
trust company, and which ordinarily
would have drawn bIx per cent inter
est.
In answer the Montezuma Trust
company states that the ' probate
court nas no Jurisdiction over the
Meyers-Abcompany;
that Eaid
company wus not a part of the es
tate of deceased; that all assets of
said company are In the possession of
the secretary and treasurer, W. H
Gillenwater, of the company; that
they disclaimed any liability for In
terest on money of estate; and that
they had performed their duties ac
cording to law.
The Montezuma Trust company has
THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THE HORSE'S SHOULDER.
retained several local legal lights as
counsel, and It Is understood they
will fight the claim of Sidney Eugene
Abel to the supreme court ir necessary. The case will come up In the
district court in February.
401-40- 3
113 -- US -- 117 South
Other Business.
Ramon Garcia was appointed guardian of Abenlcla Mares, and furnishMexico
ed a bond of $50.
for
Write
Wholesale
I'rices on Plows and Other Farm lmpUmant
In the matter of the guardianship
of Salvador Herera, a minor, the
largest stock west of Kansas City.
The
Judge appointed Santiago Herrera as
guardian to serve without bond.
Mattie Williams was appointed administratrix of the estate of J. G.
Williams, her uncle, to serve without
THE BASKET BALL TEAM OF
D'DYOU EVER SEE A REAL
bond.
THE U. N. M., CHAMPIONS OF THE
vi DAAorvt I BALI-- 7
The will of Elizabeth Baxter was TERRITORY FOR THE LAST TWO PAiNTS, OILS, VARNISHES a Mn
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Our New Location.
We have moved to 205 West Railroad avenue, and are better prepared
to take care of our customers than
ever. Our twelve years' experience
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Bicycle business, Insures you competent service.
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Winchester Repeating Arms Co.
Colt's Patent Fire Arms Mfg. Co.
Stuciebaker Bros. Mfg. Co.
Fairbanks Morse & Co.
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